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I wish that drawing something on a board were enough to make it a reality. 
A school, a house or a safe place to find refuge or protection in the midst of 
uncertainty.

Probably for the girl on our cover photo, that would be what the education we 
support in one of Chad’s largest refugee camps, the one in Djabal, signifies. 
An educational intervention that is now also threatened by the pandemic. 

In these vulnerable times where we had to learn to live through COVID-19, it is 
difficult not to have found ourselves at some point re-living happy memories or 
dreaming of future scenes of normalcy and wishing they were real. We have 
inevitably practised empathy, imagining how any other family in another part of
the planet might be going through this circumstance, realising that everything 
can always involve a greater degree of complexity and difficulty.

Surely ‘being sensitive to other people’s circumstances’ has been one of the 
lessons we have learnt during this time. A new starting point that connects us, 
perhaps, with the desire for a more appropriate, fair and sustainable world order.
Because no one deserves to bear the brunt of the burden of suffering. Because 
we are in time to save ourselves as a humanity and in reconciliation with our 
shared home.

Last year, I was invited to give a TED talk and decided to talk about human 
mobility, the absurdity of fences to keep people out, and the inhumanity of the 
concept of borders that we control. In my talk, I reflected provocatively on how 
others in the future will look back and judge us harshly, as we do today when we
think of the Holocaust, the Berlin Wall, or so many exoduses and genocides in
recent history. 

At the heart of our intervention as Entreculturas we have the idea of working to
extend protection beyond the walls, to promote global change through education,

changes aimed at extending empathy, to create schools that –as stated in one of
our campaigns– are a refuge for life. Not only for the life of Sanaa, the girl on 
the cover photo, but also for the life of each and every one of us. This pandemic has
made us aware that there is no planet B, there is no life B, and that our destiny is 
linked with that of the rest of humanity. The time is now and it will only be possible
with the help and the strength of the millions of people with whom we are committed
to eliminate the category of ‘throwaways’, as Pope Francis claims so strongly. 

For those reasons, and together with you, we will continue to work with all our 
tenacity. So that they will not tell us that we did not realise what was happening in 
our time. We are not going to leave anyone behind.

Thank you for helping us make our vision wider. Thank you, because your 
commitment strengthens and legitimises our work.
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Daniel Villanueva SJ
Executive Vice-President for Entreculturas
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We travelled to
Guatemala with
Rozalén and Beatriz
to show them our
work within the 
framework of The
Light of Girls
Programme.

8th edition of 
‘Run for a Cause’.
More than 18,000
participants in 12
locations run for girls’
education.



 


We attended the 
Third 
International
Conference on
Safe Schools
focusing on 
education as an
essential element 
of protection, 
resilience and
reconciliation.

We participate in the
#CaminosdeHospi
talidad and 
promote JRS
Europe’s campaign
#ThePowerofVote
to reclaim a Europe
that defends the
rights of migrants
and refugees.



On the occasion of
World Refugee Day
we present ‘Refuge
School’, we learn 
the story of the
Congolese refugee
Sanganyi Namangala
and receive a visit
from François
Nsababandi.



Pope Francis 
receives the Board
of Directors of the
International
Federation of Fe y
Alegría in a private
audience: ‘The
Future of Fe y Alegría
is in its Disposition
for Inclusion and the
Strength of its Youth’.



We attended New
York’s #CSW63, 
a key gathering of
world leaders,
NGOs, the private
sector and activists
to address the 
situation of 
women’s and girls’
rights.



Under the slogan
‘Defending 
education, sustaining
the world’, more than
14,000 children,
youths and teachers,
in more than 30 cities
in Spain, participate
in the Global Action
Week for
Education (SAME).

 







The third migrant
caravan leaves
Honduras for
Mexico. We 
photographed this
exodus with 
photojournalist 
Javier Bauluz.

Entreculturas is the
social entity selected
in the 54th edition
of Casa Decor.



We worked in 38 countries

We promoted 192 new projects

230,087 people attended
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The Amazon that
calls us: members
of the Traveling
Team of REPAM 
and CIMI shared the
comments of the
Amazon Synod and
the importance of
caring for our
Common Home.



We participated in
COP25 to convey
the message to 
the public that an 
efficient and 
sustainable 
ecological 
awareness can be
created from 
education.

Michel Ange
stars in our
Christmas 
campaign to show
us that ‘Hope is 
limitless’.



On International 
Day of the Girl, we
joined Amnesty
International,
Cooperative World
and Save the
Children to present
the file ‘I DON’T
WANT TO! 
Against child,
early and forced
marriage’. 

We opened the 
exhibition The
Light of Girls, a
collection of panels
that tell the life of
Kim, Mireille, Sima
and Michel Ange
and their fight
against obstacles 
for the mere fact of
being girls.



776 schools, 758 teachers and 5,824 young
people in our educational programmes in Spain

31 international volunteers and 31 VOLPA 
trainers

Collaboration with over 260 companies

27 delegations in 13 autonomous communities

2,653 media appearances 

81,100 followers on social media

19,833,301 euros raised (63.9% from private 
sources)

7,043 members and 12,531 donors

88 employees and 727 volunteers and
collaborators



The young
Guatemalan Mayan
Kim Chivalán, the
‘Hummingbird Girl’,
and singer and 
activist Rozalén
accompanied us in
the launch of the 
Red Chair 
campaign, in which
we presented our
Red Report ‘Safe 
to learn in 
freedom’.

More than 260 
people gathered in
Madrid to celebrate
the 19th Annual
Meeting of
Entreculturas
under the title ‘An
encounter in 
equality’.
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To this end, we defend education as a human right, work for the 
dignified lives of migrants and refugees, and are committed to 
building a committed global citizenship, gender equity and 
reconciliation with nature.

The 800 personas (employed and volunteers) in our organisation
seek to contribute to the development of the most vulnerable 
countries and communities, appealing to values such as solidarity 
or equal rights and involving all types of stakeholders (citizens, 
companies, governments, etc.) who share responsibility in the face 
of the global challenges of our time.

We have 27 delegations in Spain and a total of 19,574 
members and donors who support our work.
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815 people

88 employees

727 volunteers and collaborators 


 
 

www.entreculturas.org
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88

By gender

By geographical 
location

 

 

61 women

27 men

62 at headquarters

20 in delegations

6 expatriate staff

  
    

  
    

  
    

  
    

  
    

 

  

508 volunteers

219 personas
colaboradoras

727

 

 

  

  

  

44 at headquarters
26 women and 18 men

433 in delegations
288 women and 145 men

31 international volunteers
22 women and 9 men

6 at headquarters
3 women and 3 men

213 in delegations
150 women and 63 men



Advisory
Council

Territorial
Council

     

Executive 
Secretary
María Bazal

   
    

 
     

 
 

  
    

    
 

 

   

  

  

    
 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

   

  

   

    

    

Executive Vice-president
Daniel Villanueva SJ

  
   

Financial Director
Borja Garrido

Communication 
and Institutional
Relations Director
Raquel Martín

    
   

    

 
 

 

     
    

 
 

  

  

   

   

   

  

  

  

  

  

   
   

  

  

  

  

      
    

   

     

  

 

   
      

 People and 
Organisation Director
David Alonso

    

  

   

  

   

  

Executive Director
Ramón Almansa

The Entreculturas human 
team is one of our strengths

ORGANISATION 
CHART

 

 

 

BOARD OF
TRUSTEES
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Planning, Evaluation and Quality: Celia Campos

 

 

Formal Education: Yenifer López
Non-Formal Education and Mobilisation: 
Jessica García
Studies and Advocacy: Lucía Rodríguez 

Citizenship Area
Irene Ortega

America: Gemma López
Africa and Asia: Luca Fabris
Humanitarian Action: Pilar López-Dafonte 

International
Cooperation Area
Pablo Funes

A Coruña: Cruz Rodríguez

Alicante: María Martínez

Aragon: Gerardo Molpeceres

Asturias: Marta García de 
 Castro

Barcelona: Esther Ribas

Burgos: Teresa Bombín

Cádiz: Manuela Trullén

Cantabria: Maripi Moreu

Córdoba: Lorena Nery

Elche: Miguel León

Extremadura: Bene Galán

Granada: Pepe Márquez

Gran Canaria: Matere Chesa

Andalusia: Marta Aranda

Valencian Community: Cecilia Villarroel

Castilla y León: Leticia Alonso

Galicia: José Luis Barreiro 

 
  

Administration: Chara Zapata
Information Systems: Javier Rodríguez

 
 

 
 

 
 

Campaigns and Marketing: Celia Muñoz
Corporate Communication: Elisa García
Media and Coalition: Vega Castrillo

Communication and
Campaigns Area
Nacho Esteve

Programmes and Large Donors: Raquel Abad
Corporate Social Responsability: Esperanza Vivanco

Institutional 
Development Area
Beatriz de Felipe

Huelva: Virginia Martín

La Palma: Alicia Pérez

La Rioja: Pepe Barrio

León: Sonia García 

Madrid: Noelia Martínez

Málaga: Paco Sibaja

Murcia: Ana Gil

Salamanca: Sandra Marcos

Santiago: Íñigo Arranz

Seville: Fernando Monsalve 
 and Laura Tejada

Tenerife: Alicia Aller

Valencia: Raquel Sánchez

Valladolid: Esther Gómez

Vigo: Sergio González

Development of People and Teams: Lourdes Valenzuela
International Volunteering: Ana Moreno/Ana Vázquez
Local Volunteering: Ainara Lete

Innovation and Multi-sectorial Projects: Gustavo Cotrina

People and Equipment
Area
Sonia Fernández

Accompaniment and Monitoring Delegations:
Regional and technical coordination of territorial
development

Territorial
Development Area
Leticia Alonso  

 
 

Central America: Marta del Barrio

Venezuela: Macarena Costa

Middle East: Miguel Santiuste

Andes: Mimi Cuq

Caribbean: Alicia López 

Bolivia: Patricia Velasco

 
 

   
     

 
Delegation Managers

Regional Coordinations

Expat team
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12 men and 19 women

 


4 men and 15 women

 
 

10 men and 21 women

 
 


 


Asturias, Burgos, Extremadura,
Granada, Madrid, Sevilla,
Valladolid and Zaragoza
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These 31 volunteers worked 
in the field during 2019

Mamen Jiménez: “Parroquia
San Pablo de Ocongate”, Peru

Marco Zamora:
“CCAIJO”, Peru

Marta Lillo, Licia Moreno,
Sandra Pan, Edén Román 
and Marta Soto: “SJM”, Chile

Marta Díaz, Elena Díaz y Marta
Jiménez: “Mi Rancho”, Bolivia María Jaén and Arturo Pineda:

“Parroquia Santa María de
Chiquimula”, Guatemala

Javier Bernabeu: “Parroquia
San José Obrero”, Kenya

Paloma Peñas and Claudia Portillo:
“Fe y Alegría”, Haiti

José Ángel Espinar and
Ester Lapuerta: “Fe y Alegría”,
Guatemala

Andréa Alcobé:
“IGER”, Guatemala

Alba Ramírez:
“Fe y Alegría”, Bolivia

Cristina Álvarez:
“Hombres Nuevos”, Bolivia

Antonio José Ponce:
“CEPAG”, Paraguay

Fernando Arnal:
“SJM”, Brazil

Flor Esperanza Gómez:
“Fe y Alegría”, Honduras

Jose Manuel Alvarez, Eva Díaz, Silvia Fernández, Carlos
García and Sara Ortega: “Fe y Alegría”, Ecuador

Amanda González and Jesús 
Sevilla: “El Agustino”, Peru

Pablo Lobato: “Comunidad
Jesuita de Urcos”, Peru
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TRANSPARENCY
IN OUR MISSION

Transparency is a principle that is applicable to 

any organisation but it is even more expected 

from those who fund our activities with external

resources. Below, we invite you to view the source of our funds and

their destination because, for Entreculturas, the most important 

thing is your trust.
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State Administration 2,260,976

Local and Autonomous 2,424,385

European Union 2,480,413

7,165,774Total public sources

Private individuals 3,769,987

Inheritances and legacies  182,219

Companies 5,995,629

Entities 2,445,215

Financial and extraordinary income  274,476

1,519,222

2,250,535

355,135

3,655,756

197,803

5,289,967

1,827,503

88,730

Total private sources 12,667,526

Total 19,833,301

4,124,892

11,059,759

15,184,651

Source

 

 

 

 

 
 

2018 (€) (€)2019

 

 

   

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

    

     

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Companies

Private
individuals

Entities
State Administration

Inheritances
and legacies

Financial and extraordinary income

European Union

Local and
Autonomous

12.2%

11.4%

1.4%

12.3%

0.9%

30.2%

12.5%

19%

In 2019, Entreculturas took in 19,833,301an amount that exceeds the budgeted forecast by more than 30% and
results from the great effort made by the organisation in raising funds and opening new lines of financing.

As for the origin of the funds, public revenues experienced an increase of 74% when compared to 2018, especially
those from the State Administration (an increase of 49%) and from the European Union (6 times that collected in the pre-
vious year, due to the approval of new international cooperation projects and, in particular, the Humanitarian Aid Program-
me funded by the Directorate-General for Humanitarian Aid Operations of the European Union (DG ECHO). Revenues
from local and regional governments also increased by 8%.

Private revenues increased by 15%. In particular, those from institutions increased by 34% and those from compa-
nies increased by 13%. Entreculturas has continued to seek these alliances with companies and institutions, involving
more than 260 collaborators whose contributions accounted for 42.5% of the total funds obtained, in addition to other
non-monetary collaborations. 

Donations from individuals also increased by 3% and we have already added more than 7,000 members.
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Cooperation 15,653,332

Awareness-raising 2,068,878

Total Mission 17,722,210

Fundraising 838,945

 
Administration 1,375,653

 

11,265,509

2,126,364

660,148

 
1,313,023

 
Total management 2,214,598

19,936,808

13,391,873

1,973,171

15,365,044Total

Spending 2018 (€) (€)2019

 

 

   

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

    

     

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

   

 

 

Awareness-raising

Cooperation

Administration

Fundraising

78.5%

10.4%

6.9%

4.2%

The funds allocated to our mission in 2019 consisted of 17,722,210 which represent 88.9% of the total funds rai-
sed. With this budget, we promoted 192 new projects in 38 countries (18 in Latin America, 15 in Africa, 4 in Asia and 1
in Europe), which has allowed us to serve a total of 230,087 people.

On the other hand, the funds allocated to management expenses, 2,214,598 amounting to 11.11% of the total.



Divine, every day after school, she must clean the house, fetch water and cook for
the whole family. But she always finds a space to do her homework. She is 
convinced that education will open opportunities for her and continues to strive to
learn and advance.

In countries like D. R. of the Congo, where primary school dropouts exceed 44%
and 72% of the population lives in poverty, we are committed, together with Fe y
Alegría, to offering quality education in the most vulnerable contexts.
mujeres.entreculturas.org

Divine



‘I like to come to school to gain 
intelligence and be able to go very far’
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3,875,527

39,309
39,309

190,211
26,486
163,725

3,646,007
1,146,007
2,500,000

24,928,908

4,166,835

5,534,902
5,534,902

4,281,203
4,281,203

10,945,968
10,945,968

28,804,435

NET WORTH AND LIABILITIES

NET WORTH

Equity
Foundation endowment
Reserves
Year-end results

Value-change adjustments
Value adjustments in assets available for sale

Subsidies, donations and legacies received
Subsidies pending allocation
Donations of assets

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

Long-term debts
Long-term debts convertible into subsidies, donations 
and legacies

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Beneficiaries-creditors

Commercial creditors and other accounts receivable
Suppliers
Miscellaneous creditors
Staff (compensation pending payment)
Other debt with Public Administrations

Short term debt convertible into subsidies, 
donations and legacies

TOTAL NET WORTH AND LIABILITIES

The accounts presented here reflect the results of the Entreculturas Foundation, whose audit and accounting report are available at the organisation’s headquarters and on the website
www.entreculturas.org 

31/12/2018 31/12/2019 31/12/2018 31/12/2019

4,853,151

3,245,822
6,010

3,343,320
-103,508

533,473
533,473

1,073,856
1,012,626
61,230

1,250,000

1,250,000
1,250,000

24,189,749

18,106,462

423,354
86,890
180,740
3,199

152,525

5,659,933

30,292,900

4,314,977

3,349,330
6,010

3,523,713
-180,393

296,313
296,313

669,334
499,217
170,117

2,500,000

2,500,000
2,500,000

21,989,458

15,708,419

432,639
112,710
160,960
2,494

156,475

5,848,400

28,804,435

2,154,641

35,673
35,673

81,324
3,000
78,324

2,037,644
787,644

1,250,000

28,138,259

4,301,928

4,467,250
4,467,250

4,776,238
4,776,238

14,592,843
14,592,843

30,292,900

ASSETS

NON-CURRENT ASSETS

Tangible fixed assets
Technical installations and other tangible fixed assets

Real estate investments
Land
Buildings

Long term financial investments
Asset management
Third-party credits

CURRENT ASSETS

Users and other accounts receivable for the
organisation’s own activity

Commercial debtors and other accounts payable
Other debts with Public Administrations

Short-term financial investments
Debt securities

Cash and other equivalent liquid assets
Liquid assets

TOTAL ASSETS
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Income received by the entity from its own activity
User and affiliate fees
Promotion for fund-raising
Income from promotions, sponsors and collaborations
Subsidies, donations and legacies allocated to profit or loss for the fiscal year
Reimbursement of subsidies, donations and legacies

Monetary aid and other aid
Monetary aid and other aid
Collaboration and governing body costs

Staff costs
Wages, salaries and similar expenses
Social expenses Social security contributions

Other operating costs
External services
Taxes

Depreciation of fixed assets

Other costs
Profit from sale of fixed assets
Other profits

SURPLUS

Financial income
From shares in equity instruments
From marketable securities and other financial instruments

Change in fair value of financial instruments
Trading portfolio and others

Exchange differences

The total number of aid for projects is 14,731,523.76 which is broken down into 13,662,936.26 for cooperation
projects and 1,068,587.5 for aid to the social projects of the Society of Jesus and other institutions that share the
same mission as Entreculturas.

19,526,634
2,573,389

14,591
1,153,190

15,832,124
-46,660

-14,732,639
-14,731,524

-1,115  

-3,035,841
-2,335,812
-700,029

-2,062,948
-2,059,255

-3,693

-16,186

149,969
160,075
-10,106

-171,011

33,209
0

33,209

44,237
44,237

4,180

15,062,935
2,757,395

8,976
768,620

11,564,814
-36,870

-10,008,862
-10,008,605

-257  

-3,066,050
-2,365,968
-700,082

-2,185,617
-2,182,992

-2,625

-14,173

-10,662
0

-10,662

-222,429

37,963
2,425
35,538

15,521
15,521

2,347
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31/12/2018 31/12/2019
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Loss on financial instruments

FINANCIAL BALANCE 

PROFIT/LOSS BEFORE TAXES

PROFIT/LOSS FOR THE YEAR FROM ONGOING OPERATIONS

PROFIT/LOSS FOR THE YEAR

Change in recognised net worth in annual surplus 

Profit/loss attributed directly to net worth
Financial assets available for sale
Subsidies received
Donations and legacies received

Net worth change from income and expenditure recognised directly in 
net worth
Subsidies received
Donations and legacies received

Net worth variation from reclassifications of the annual surplus

Net worth change from income and expenditure attributed directly to 
net worth

TOTAL RESULT, VARIATION OF NET WORTH IN THE FISCAL 
YEAR

TOTAL INCOME

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

YEAR-END RESULTS

-14,123

67,503

-103,508

-103,508

-103,508

-103,508

-103,508
237,160

16,164,088
65,658

16,466,906

-15,650,679
-174,545

-15,825,224

641,682

538,174

19,833,301

-19,936,809

-103,508*

-13,795

42,036

-180,393

-180,393

-180,393

-180,393

-180,393
-248,999

11,510,800
7,119

11,268,920

-11,559,469
-3,884

-11,563,353

-294,433

-474,826

15,184,651

-15,365,044

-180,393*

31/12/2018 31/12/2019
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* This negative result is a projected deficit that is part of the plan designed to manage the years of the financial crisis (2012-2019), which began
with an accumulation of a surplus in the first fiscal year to manage the deficit over the most difficult years, in order to safeguard the sustainability
of Entreculturas’ mission.
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At Entreculturas we submit our management to external controls
to ensure smooth progress and maximum transparency in our work.

This year’s 2019 annual accounts have been audited by BDO Auditores,
S.L.P. The resulting audit report gave us a positive rating on all aspects
covered, which means that our accounting reflects Entreculturas’ net worth
and financial situation.

In addition, at Entreculturas, we audit the projects we implement internally
and/or externally as part of our commitment to quality and transparency.

More specifically, we have audited 72% of the funds managed for projects over the past five years. Accounting
reports and audit reports are publicly available at the Entreculturas headquarters.

We also have the ‘Accredited NGDO’ seal granted by the Fundación Lealtad, a non-profit foun-
dation that evaluates non-governmental organisations on the basis of their transparency in the use
of resources and good management practices. Find the complete report at
www.fundacionlealtad.org/ong/entreculturas 

Entreculturas has also earned the ‘assessed NGDO’ seal after successfully complying with the
requirement established in the ‘Transparency and Good Governance Tool’ from the NGDO Coor-
dinator for Development in Spain. All relevant information is available at: 
www.webtransparencia.coordinadoraongd.org

Finally, with the intention of learning and improving our interventions, we have managed 23 evaluations of Coopera-
tion projects and programs (11 of interventions in Latin America and the Caribbean, 3 in Africa and 3 in Asia, which
means, in the last four years, 60% of the funds destined for cooperation), Citizenship (5) and Volunteering (1), as well
as other activities to support measurement and evaluation (baselines, diagnoses, etc.). 

The results of these evaluations can be consulted at: www.entreculturas.org/es/que-hacemos/evaluamos/evaluaciones

Within the organization we promote the culture of evaluation through training and workshops. In 2019 we carried out a
training on Theory of Change focused on the staff, both from Entreculturas and our partner organizations, to understand
the interventions and develop the necessary skills to design and implement evaluations under this approach (can be con-
sulted at escuela.entreculturas.org/curso-teoria-del-cambio).
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WORKING
FOR SOCIAL
TRANSFORMATION

A new model of citizenship necessarily involves 

a new model of education and politics. At

Entreculturas we have been formulating 

alternative proposals for years that lead us to an economically, 

emotionally and ecologically sustainable life. And, in doing so, we 

seek alliances with institutions, companies, media and staff in the

educational world, because we know that networking is richer and

more productive.



At Entreculturas we understand that global citizenship is a right of all people: the
right to be part –as equals– of a community, locally and globally. However, inequa-
lities often frustrate the opportunity to actively participate in building a fairer world.
Under the slogan, ‘Time for equality’, in 2019 our education work for global citi-
zenship focused on the most widespread inequality on the planet: that which
affects girls, young people and women. Therefore, we incorporate in a special way
this view of inclusion and equity in all our projects, knowing that transformative
education is the key tool to achieve it.

   


In 2019 we brought to light the pedagogical
proposal ‘A world in your hands’. In it we
bring to life our education methodology for glo-
bal citizenship, based on the transformative en-
counter with other people and with nature as an
essential experience that allows us to discover

alternatives and make vital decisions of committing to a more egalitarian, supportive and
sustainable world.

As part of the Movement for Transformative Education and Global Citizenship (Inter-
Red, Oxfam Intermón, Alboan and Entreculturas) we began a new stage in which to pro-
mote a social and educational movement in favour of achieving the 4.7 goal of the SDGs,
referred to education for global citizenship. We do this both by monitoring the practice in
the classroom, and by encouraging social and political debate on this issue.

For the same purpose of promoting a transformative education in terms of equality, we con-
tinue with the ‘Educational Innovation for Learning and Social Transformation
Course’, promoted by EDUCSI, Fe y Alegría, Alboan and Entreculturas, which met in per-
son in January 2019 in Madrid and Barcelona for two weeks with around twenty teachers

from different schools of the Society of Jesus in Guatemala, Colombia, Ecuador and Spain.
During that time, they had the opportunity to meet and interact with various schools that are
carrying out innovation initiatives. 

A few months later, in May, Ecuador was the country in charge of welcoming them and lea-
ding the agenda in the second face-to-face round of training. The course ended in Sep-
tember and after that, the teachers shared their lessons in their source educational works. 

    

  

The Youth Solidarity Network reached its
‘age of majority’ in 2019. It has already been
18 years since it started encouraging the parti-
cipation of adolescents and young people, in
which young people, together with their educa-
tors, have not stopped reinventing themselves. 

With about 2,750 boys and girls and 217 tea-
chers from 112 schools participating in the pro-
gramme, the Network is open to new encounters,
both inside and outside our borders, especially
since its incorporation into the Red Generación
21+ which meant that the project acquires a tre-
mendously interesting and enriching global di-

mension. In this sense, in February there was a key moment of exchange when some partici-
pants of the Youth Solidarity Network of Extremadura travelled to Medellin to share experien-
ces with other young people and teachers of the network of Youth of Fe y Alegría Colombia. 

And later, in September, another 8 young people and teachers from schools participating
in the Youth Solidarity Network of Galicia, Extremadura and Andalusia travelled to Argentina
to meet their counterparts from the Organised Youth Participation group.

In this form of alliance of the local with the global we published research, together with the
Red Mimbre (Jesuit Service for Children and Youth), ‘From the neighbourhood to
the world’, about the impact of our work in non-formal education with adolescents. In it,

20
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we have been able to see the need to continue promoting the link between adolescents of
the JRS and their immediate surroundings. Different projects have allowed us to make pro-
gress in this goal during 2019. Within the framework of the project of the Madrid City
Council ‘Decide-Coexist: young people and schools making the 2030 Agenda a reality in
Madrid’, in March we organised the ‘Second Good Practices Meeting: education and
community initiatives for global citizenship’. With this participatory and collaborative
space we wanted to build bridges between educational and community initiatives that are
transforming their local and global environments. ‘Decide-Coexist’ also began its journey
in Andalusia and Murcia during 2019 thanks to the support of Porticus Iberia. With the same
philosophy of making the neighbourhood and the world the home for everybody, in collabo-
ration with Radio ECCA and funded by La Caixa, the Intercultural Action project was carried
out in Las Palmas, in the neighbourhoods of La Isleta and Guanarteme. 

Art is a great ally as a universal language that is
understood among young people. An example
of this was our participation, once again, in the
9th Edition of the Bgreen Ecological Film
Festival, or the new works that were performed
with the initiative ‘Theater to dream the world’.
Also, in the two musical encounters that we
organised in the Urban Garden of the Neigh-
bourhood Association of Ventilla-Almenara, we
exchanged thoughts and proposals for the care

of the planet and the green spaces of the city to the rhythm of instruments made with recy-
cled material. However, without a doubt, our stellar artistic proposal was, one more year,
the exhibition Miradas que Migran (Looks that Migrate): in its 3rd edition, it had 84
works of art made by students of the Faculty of Fine Arts of the Universidad Complutense de
Madrid, with the goal of raising awareness in its educational community about the current
reality of forced mobility and the situation of violation of the rights of migrants and refuge-
es around the world.


2019 was also the year of equality in our work of political advocacy, with a very
big emphasis on girls, their right to education and how this protects them from
violence and gives them the tools they take free decisions about their lives. It is

therefore essential that this right is not interrupted under any circumstances, but
rather that it is strengthened in crisis situations arising from conflicts, asylum,
migration or forced displacement. 




The annual meeting of the Commission on
the Status of Women (CSW) in New York is
one of the most important events for world lea-
ders, NGOs, the private sector, United Nations
partner organisations and activists around the
world which aims to address the situation of the

rights and empowerment of all women and girls anywhere in the world. 

At Entreculturas, with the help of the International Federation of Fe y Alegría (which has the
status of a consultative NGO to the UN), and on behalf of the Light of Girls (‘La Luz de las
Niñas’) programme, we participated in CSW63 to protect the fundamental role that educa-
tion plays as leverage for the development of the girls we work with every day, as well as
to report the weak institutional capacity to end the situation of violence and discrimination
they suffer and the absence of reporting mechanisms.

Our colleagues María Lafuente (The Light of Girls Campaign) and Macarena Romero
(Department of Political Advocacy) were the delegates of Entreculturas to participate in
person in this Commission attending the opening session and meeting with civil society, as
well as over fifteen parallel panels in which organisations from all around the world shared
their initiatives aimed at ending and preventing violence against girls, adolescents and
women.

In September, we had the opportunity to recei-
ve a visit from the ‘Hummingbird Girl’, Kim
Chivalán, who travelled to our country from
Guatemala to meet again with Rozalén and
present together our report ‘Safe to learn in
Freedom’ to talk about her fight against discri-
mination and share her message of encourage-
ment with all women. ©
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The 13th edition of our Red Report delves into the causes of gender-based violence, the
multiple risk factors that girls face and how our work to change that reality has affected
them, with interventions such as the La Luz de las Niñas (Light of Girls) programme.

“My dream is to continue studying to become a great radio
speaker and expert. My dream is that girls do not live in fear, that 
they can defend their rights and continue to study, no matter how 
old they are. My dream is that the young people of my town become 
the generation of change and that we can develop our talents, 
because many talents are hidden because we hide them. So that, 
starting with adolescents, there is no longer so much machismo and 
we can live in unity and in equality. We have the right to education 
to be able to live with other people and also to overcome machismo. 
It is an urgent duty of mothers, fathers, communities but also 
governments to make it possible for all girls like myself to study 
and achieve our dreams”. 



At the end of May, the Third International Con-
ference on Safe Schools took place in Palma
de Mallorca. Here, we had the opportunity to par-
ticipate as an integral part of the Global Coalition
to Protect Education from Attack. 

The event addressed the reality of attacks on
education in the world (bombings or shootings,
recruitment of child soldiers, military use of

schools, storage of ammunition, etc.), as well as the importance of the Declaration of Safe
Schools (currently supported by 90 countries) and the Guidelines for their implementation. 

Our colleague, Irene Ortega, coordinator of the Citizenship area, spoke in the debate on
the particular vulnerability of girls to attacks on education, especially in contexts of conflict
and prolonged crises such as those experienced by millions of displaced children and
refugees. 

At this point we also took the opportunity to disseminate our report ‘Girls free from
violence’.

  


The worsening situation in Venezuela led us to
continue paying close attention to this country
and its population: millions of inhabitants sub-
jected to the consequences of hyperinflation and
political blockade and, many others, crossing
the border into an uncertain future. 

At Entreculturas, we continue to raise funds to
support the work of Fe y Alegría to offer at least
one meal a day to its students to ensure basic
nutrition and prevent school dropouts. Also, with
the help of the Jesuit Migrant Network, we
continue to accompany thousands of Venezue-
lan people who migrated or sought refuge at
various borders and throughout the various

countries of the Latin American continent. The aid is aimed at meeting their basic food and
shelter needs, as well as providing legal aid services.

In October, our colleague Cristina Manzanedo participated in the International Confer-
ence on Solidarity on the Crisis of Refugees and Migrants in Venezuela, convened
by the European Union, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
and the International Organisation for Migration (IOM). Although the goal was not specifi-
cally to raise funds, in reality the EU has committed to allocating an additional 150 million
euros to deal with the Venezuelan situation (an amount that was added to the 320 million
euros already mobilised).

On the other hand, in December we made the leap to the Central American migration situa-
tion with the help of the Documentation Network of the Migrant Defence Organisa-
tions (Red de Documentación de las Organizaciones Defensoras de Migrantes-
REDODEM), one of our local partners in Mexico. Elisabeth Figueroa, Technical Secretary
of REDODEM, and Sister Magdalena Silva, Coordinator of REDODEM and current Director
of the House of Reception, Training and Empowerment House for Migrant and Refugee
Women (La Casa de Acogida, Formación y Empoderamiento de la Mujer Migrante y Refu-
giada (CAFEMIN), came to Spain as part of the International Day of Migrants to launch the
report ‘New faces, the same dynamics. Migratory processes in Mexico’. In addition
to presenting it to the media, they were able to participate in various meetings with political
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leaders and agencies of AECID and its Office of Humanitarian Action, the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and Cooperation, the Senate, and the Ombudsman, as well as with UNHCR and the
Inter-American Development Bank.


 

Since the beginning of the year, we have been
intensifying our commitment to protect the envi-
ronment through the work done by the Connect
Yourself for Justice coalition, of which we are
members. In the framework of the campaign ‘If
you take care of the planet, you fight poverty’, in
January we commented on the ‘Regional

Report on Violation of Human Rights in the Panamazonian’, prepared by the Pan-
Amazonian Ecclesiastical Network (REPAM). With over 300 pages, the report documents
the abuses and violations of rights perpetrated in recent years by extractive industries and
illegal crops at 13 specific points in the Amazon.

We also join, as an active part of the Global Campaign for Education (GCE), dozens of
groups of young people who, under the name of ‘Youth for the Climate’, mobilised on March
15 around the student strike #FridaysForFuture, encouraged by Greta Thunberg.
This action was held simultaneously in more than 2,000 cities in 123 countries.

It was the prelude to the Global Action Week
for Education (GAWE) which, between 1 and
7 April, brought together more than 14,000 peo-
ple from around twenty Spanish cities consis-
ting of mobilisation actions and the slogan ‘We
defend Education, #WeSustaintheWorld’.
The aim was to highlight education as an essen-
tial element in the fight against environmental
degradation and in the reconfiguration of our
consumer culture.

Meanwhile, in the world, the thermometer of social consciousness continued to rise in rela-
tion to this issue and the date of another great international event –September 27– was
approaching. The Global Climate Strike, in which a total of 150 countries from around
the world participated with more than 2,000 protests worldwide, highlighted the widespre-

ad concern for the care of the planet and the need for urgent action to reverse the situa-
tion as soon as possible. Specifically, among the requests of the manifesto, to which we
adhere –as members of the Spanish Coordinator of NGDO– were declaring climate emer-
gency, reducing of global emissions, abandoning fossil fuels and opting for renewable
energy.

These premises are very much in line with the
intuition that led Pope Francis to convene the
Synod for the Amazon in October. In this
Assembly, in which our collaborator in Entrecul-
turas y Fe y Alegría, María Luisa Berzosa, and
our colleagues of the Itinerant Team of the Pan-
Amazonian Ecclesial Network (REPAM) had the
opportunity to participate, not only the evangeli-
sation of that immense territory was discussed,
but also its social, economic and ecological
problems.

And, as the culmination of a year of climate action, the United Nations Climate Change
Conference (COP25) brought together more than 25,000 people from 200 countries in
Madrid to discuss progress in implementing the goals of the Paris Agreement, a resolution
that came into force in 2016 and commits the signatory countries to reduce their emissions
and limit global warming below 2 degrees. 

At Entreculturas, we were present in different spaces together with other organisations of
the Society of Jesus.



In the field of national policy, we joined the critical voice of the NGDO Coordinator
against the General Budgets announced at the beginning of the year in which the figu-
re for Official Development Assistance (ODA) was still far from what was promised. Thus,
Spain remained at the tail end of the EU-15, only ahead of Greece. Later on, in summer,
our Executive Director Ramón Almansa, participated as a representative of the NGDO
Coordinator in the Cooperation Council in the round of meetings held by Pedro Sánchez
–acting chairman– with civil society organisations, and made a call to recover ‘a public policy
of strengthened, stable, innovative and quality cooperation that manages to overcome the
years of cut-backs’.
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Our commitment to make visible, report and transform the realities of inequality
and gender violence marked our work in what was also the year of the halfway
point of our campaign ‘The Light of Girls (‘La Luz de las Niñas’). And having an
ambassador the calibre of singer-songwriter and activist Rozalén was a luxury for
Entreculturas. Also, sharing our symbol of the Red Chair with Pope Francis was
the best impetus for our educational work in judicial service.

    

In February, we travelled to Guatemala with sin-
ger-songwriter and social activist Rozalén and
her sign-language interpreterer, Beatriz Ro-
mero, to show them the work that we do with Fe
y Alegría as part of The Light of Girls (‘La Luz de
las Niñas’). Among many testimonies, the one
that impressed the artist most was that of Kim
Chivalán, our Hummingbird Girl, who despite

her difficulties persevered in her dream of studying to be free and strong. Rozalen said:
‘Telling the story of others gives them identity. Suddenly, they exist. There are many silent
voices that need a speaker. I appreciate the experience because it made me grow on all
levels’, a few months later when she met Kim again in the offices of Entreculturas in Madrid
for the launch of our Back to School (‘Vuelta al Cole’) campaign, in September.

Like Kim, Hadiqa Bashir and Kadiatu Massaquoi also gave us testimony of struggle and
courage when, on the occasion of International Children’s Day, they accompanied us in the
presentation of the report ‘I DON’T WANT THAT! Against child marriage, early and
forced marriage’ (‘¡NO QUIERO! Contra el matrimonio infantil, temprano y forzado”’). 

Both Hadiqa Bashir, a Pakistani activist, and Kadiatu Maddaquoi, a victim of child marria-
ge in Sierra Leone, showed us their current work in protecting the rights of girls even at
the risk of endangering their own lives. It was at an event held at the Círculo de Bellas
Artes in Madrid and moderated by journalist Rosa María Calaf, the first of the newly laun-
ched coalition between Amnesty International, Mundo Cooperante, Save the Children and
Entreculturas with a vocation to work together for the girls. Kim, Hadiqa, Kadiatu, together

with Divine Lukula (protagonist of ‘Women Building Futures’), Iklas (central story of the
International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women) or Michel Ange (the tes-
timony that filled our Christmas with hope), helped us track a ruthless reality throughout the
year but always from the light and inspiration, which is where we believe that things can
really change. 



In 2019 we formed a new element of our cam-
paign The Light of Girls (La Luz de las Niñas),
an exhibition with which we explain the reality
of violence experienced by millions of girls and
women in the world and with which we intend to
make the viewer reflect on the need to protect
the rights of this group. We also share the lives of
Kim, Mireille, Sima and Michel Ange, four young

people from different parts of the world who share a common story: that of having met,
faced and overcome barriers due to the mere fact of being girls.

And, once again, Casa Decor –one of the most important decoration appointments in
Spain–, served as a speaker to make known the situations of injustice and violation of rights
that many girls and young people face in the world. 

Between January and March, we had the opportunity to be the NGO beneficiary of the
54th Edition of an event that brought together more than 52,000 visitors. With our space,
designed by interior architect Olga Palmero, we made our The Light of Girls (‘La Luz de
las Niñas’) Programme visible and wanted to convey the idea that, even in contexts full of
shadow and darkness, light opens up a path: access to education empowers girls and helps
them to value and defend themselves. 



‘Migrant Caravan on January 15. We seek refuge. In Honduras they kill us’. This was the
call received about the departure of a new caravan of migrants to Mexico and the United
States at the beginning of the year. The third one since this phenomenon began in October
2018. Violence, poverty and political corruption continued to push thousands of Central
Americans to leave their countries in search of a better life and, at Entreculturas, together
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with Alboan, we made sure that all this did not go
unnoticed by commenting on the statements and
the daily work of our colleagues in the Jesuit Refu-
gee Service and the Jesuit Network with Migrants.

Our collaborator, the photojournalist Javier Bau-
luz, also helped us portray first-hand the Central
American exodus. Meanwhile, in Europe, in the
context of the electoral situation and as members
of the Hospitalidad.es campaign, we sent a se-

ries of political proposals to the European Parliament to be taken into account irrespectively
of the outcome of the meeting at the polls on the 26th of May. Also, by adopting the slogan
of the Jesuit Refugee Service-Europe ‘The Power of Vote’, we encouraged citizens to
vote for a more inclusive and supportive Europe, guarantor of human rights, especially in
relation to migrants and refugees.

And Daniel Villanueva, Executive Vice-President of Entreculturas, also invited us to the exer-
cise of ‘not looking the other way’ in his TEDxVitoriaGasteiz talk on the phenomenon of for-
ced human mobility and the efforts of countries to build walls and close borders no matter
how the consequence may be the closest thing to a holocaust. He concluded his talk by say-
ing: ‘Let them not say that we were not aware’.

On World Refugee Day, June 20, we launched
Escuela Refugio, a campaign aimed at cham-
pioning the protection of the right to education in
contexts of conflict or refuge. 

In following the thread of the speech given at the
Third International Conference on Safe
Schools, we wanted to focus on the fact that half
the world’s refugees are minors; children and
young people who are victims of internal or inter-

national conflicts without the possibility –or with serious difficulty– of going to school. ‘At
Entreculturas, along with our partnering organisations, we work each day so that schools
can be a refuge for these boys and girls. To ensure that schools are a place of peace, free
of violence; places of meeting and reconciliation under any given circumstance, whether it
be conflicts or contexts of violence, be it in refugee camps for people that have fled from this
violence, or for whichever other case of humanitarian emergency’, explains Raquel Martín,
the Director of Communication and Institutional Relations of Entreculturas.

As an example of our work, we have the testimony of Sanganyi Namangala, a Congolese
refugee in the Kinama refugee camp in Burundi, and the tour of our delegations by François
Xavier Nsababandi, Director of Education Projects and Livelihood for Entreculturas and
the Jesuit Refugee Service in Burundi in that country. 

They both told us how, in times of conflict, schools are taken by guerrillas as military bases
or as weapon depots, and the boys and girls are recruited to fight.

And what better support for our message than the
image of our Red Chair in the hands of Pope
Francis? Our Executive Vice-President, Daniel
Villanueva SJ, presented this symbol to him repre-
senting the right to education during a meeting
held with the Board of Directors of the Interna-
tional Federation of Fe y Alegría. 

The Pope said that: “Compared to the culture of
exclusion that surrounds us in our times, Fe y

Alegría does the opposite: everyone is included here. The magic of Fe y Alegría is inclusion
so that there is more-more young people with education, more future, more preservation out-
look of the common home. (...) Youths play a leading role. The role of the future, not only of
Fe y Alegría but of Humanity, is played by young people. Either we push them ahead or there
is no future.”

      


Upon its return from Rome, a committee of 18
people from the Pan-amazonian region (part of
the REPAM Itinerant Team and members of the
Indigenous Missionary Council) stopped in Spain
to share the comments of the Amazon Synod. 

At Entreculturas, as part of the Connect Yourself for Justice coalition and together with
REPAM, we joined forces for more than two weeks and close to 25 cities in Spain, to bring
the experiences and message of our brothers and sisters in the Amazon, in meetings and
talks entitled ‘The Amazon that calls us’. In addition to telling us what we experienced in
the meeting with Pope Francis, each event was an invitation to continue protecting the Amazon
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territory and to know and respect the culture and traditions of the different indigenous peo-
ple who live there.

In parallel to the tour, we also created ‘Manguaré’, a photographic exhibition with the aim
of depicting the richness of the Amazon with images and encourage reflection on our com-
mitment to Creation and Humanity. 

At Entreculturas, we are committed to creating solid and transparent alliances
with socially responsible companies as a strategy to work together in the search
for a more just and supportive world, adopting ethical management systems that
favour sustainable social and environmental development. 

    


In 2019, we had more than 260 collaborations
with private entities. These include, due to their
size and seniority, the development cooperation
programmes promoted together with Inditex,
Accenture, La Caixa and Profuturo, all of
them aimed at facilitating access to education,
vocational training and employment of vulnera-

ble groups or those at risk of exclusion in Latin America, Africa and Asia (more details in
the section on Agreements and Programmes).

In the field of SMEs, our relationship with Sedatex is worth mentioning. This family busi-
ness began its journey with us in the world of CSR at the end of 2018 and, in addition to
the financial contribution, wanted to incorporate corporate volunteering as a way through
which to involve its own employees in the dynamics of social transformation. Therefore, last

summer three professionals from the textile company travelled to Bolivia to learn first-hand
about the projects they were supporting and give various talks and workshops.

Although one of the initiatives that shows the
business fabric that we have been building for
years most is our Charity Run, an annual event
for which in 2019 we had the sponsorship of
Liferay, Mapfre, Deloitte and Melodía FM
and the collaboration of about 200 local entities
throughout Spain who participated with the pur-
chase of bibs, transfer of goods and corporate
volunteering.

A total of 12 cities and more than 18,000 people participated in the 8th edition of our cha-
rity run circuit ‘Run for a Cause’. Furthermore, more than 200 schools, institutes and uni-
versities incorporated this initiative into their sports and charity activities. The funds raised,
210,000 were allocated to ‘The Light of Girls’ (‘La Luz de las Niñas’) Programme to sup-
port the education and protection of 12,700 girls from disadvantaged backgrounds in 12
countries in Africa and Latin America.

 

During 2019, Entreculturas maintained the pre-
sidency of the Observatory on CSR, whe-
reby we have continued to promote corporate
social responsibility in Spain and collaborate in
the promotion of reports on its correct applica-
tion in companies.

As part of the Board of Directors of Fiare Banca Ética, we celebrated the opening of this
entity’s third office in Spain in 2019, specifically in Madrid, which is another step towards
the consolidation of cooperative and ethical banking in the country. 

In this area, two significant advances were also made which were the commitment to trai-
ning on ethical finance at university level (Universitat de Barcelona) and the signing of the
collaboration agreement with the Spanish Business Confederation of the Social Economy
(Confederación Empresarial Española de la Economía Social-CEPES) to provide credit
and financial services to Social Economy companies.
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Finally, as members of the Social Fashion Forum, we participated in the conference
titled ‘Due Diligence and Sustainability of the Fashion Industry’, held at the ICADE, with the
intention, along with other civil society organisations, of promoting sustainable textiles
through environmental protection, respect for human rights and fiscal transparency.



Entreculturas was one of the winning NGOs in
Mutua Madrileña’s Annual Call for Grants
for Social Action Projects, receiving a donation
of 31,500 to guarantee the basic nutrition of
300 students from a rural school of Fe y Alegría
in Haiti. 

Also, the jury of the Awards of the Spanish Association of Foundations (Asociación
Española de Fundaciones-AEF) decided to give Entreculturas the award in the cate-
gory of Social Innovation for our programme The Light of Girls (‘La Luz de las Niñas’), with
which we have facilitated access to education for more than 32,000 girls and adolescents
in 15 countries in Africa and Latin America.

   
Caring for the work climate and the well-being of the people who make up the
human team of Entreculturas is essential for the smooth running of the organi-
sation and, consequently, for the successful implementation of our mission. 

On the other hand, at Entreculturas we promote local and international volunte-
ering as a school of permanent citizenship that is forming and transforming.



The talks provided throughout the year are diverse, for example, making the most of the visits
to Spain of the staff from our counterparts, or the educational tips focused on integrating
innovation methodologies or learning about tools to improve work productivity.

Another channel that takes care of this aspect, and that is also open to the public, is the
Online School of Entreculturas, to which new courses related to the field of cooperation,
global citizenship and volunteering have been incorporated. 

Also, in 2019, a new section was opened under the heading ‘Entreculturas Papers’ which
offers very concise and current information on the issues we address in our daily work: the
right to education, the 2030 Agenda, forced migration, etc. 




Between October 2018 and June 2019, a total of
19 people participated in our International
Volunteering Pedro Arrupe (VOLPA) pro-
gramme, accompanied by one of the 31 trainers
who were available in each of the 8 cities where it
was organised. Also, throughout 2019, 10 men
and 21 women were in the field supporting the
work of local partner organisations of Entreculturas
in a dozen countries in Latin America and Africa.

On the other hand, our short-term international
volunteering programme, Experiencia Sur, tur-
ned 15 in 2019. Since its launch in 2004, more
than 250 people from Entreculturas (volunteers,
contractors, teachers, Jesuits and close friends of
the Company have been part of this proposal
which, as some of its participants state, helps to
improve the link with the organisation and the mis-
sion, allows to know first-hand the projects in
which we work and, above all, is an experience of
insertion into vulnerable contexts that it transforms. 

In 2019, specifically, a group of 17 people parti-
cipated (15 women and 2 men) with different links
to Entreculturas (11 teachers from Jesuit schools,
4 volunteers, 1 employee and 1 former student). 
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The 19th Annual Meeting of Entreculturas was tinged with violet, not only because Rozalén’s famous song ‘La Puerta Violeta’ was almost
the anthem of the event, but because it was entirely dedicated to gender equality, one of the backbones of the work of Entreculturas for social
justice and the protection of the right to education.

More than 260 people linked to Entreculturas and arrivals from all the offices we have in Spain met in Madrid between the 20th and 22nd
of September to delve into the causes that generate gender inequality and participate in workshops with which to delve deeper into this sub-
ject from different perspectives.

It was also an opportunity to get closer to what Entreculturas is already doing in this matter (The Light of Girls campaign, monitoring com-
pliance with the Sustainable Development Goals, co-education work in schools, Gender Committee...) and what it projects to the future: to
continue working so that Entreculturas is a Safe Environment and to elaborate a Plan of Equality.

For this Meeting we had the pleasure of having the participation of Kimberley Chivalán Zacarías, the ‘Hummingbird Girl’, accompa-
nied by Sofía Gutiérrez, Head of Communication and Public Action of Fe y Alegría in Guatemala; as well as workshop organisers and experts
Alicia de Blas, Elena de Luis or Celia Garrido.
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27 Delegations in Spain.
13 Autonomous Communities.

VOLPA Programme.
Asturias, Burgos, Extremadura, Granada, 
Madrid, Seville, Valencia, Valladolid and 
Zaragoza

Youth Solidarity Network.
Andalusia, Aragon, Asturias, Castilla y León, 
Valencian Community, Extremadura, 
Galicia, La Rioja, Madrid and Murcia

Regional Coordinations.
Andalusia, Castilla y León, Valencian Community  
and Galicia

A Coruña, Alicante, Aragon, Asturias, Barcelona, Burgos, Cádiz, 
Cantabria, Córdoba, Elche, Extremadura, Granada, Gran Canaria, 
Huelva, La Palma, La Rioja, León, Madrid, Málaga, Murcia, Santiago de 
Compostela, Salamanca, Seville, Tenerife, Valencia, Valladolid and Vigo
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WORKING For
DEVELOPMENT
and justice

Our cooperation and humanitarian work focuses on

improving the living conditions of the most vulnerable

populations through their access to education.

Depending on the case, some components or others come into play 

(emergency assistance, psychological support, legal support, professional 

training, etc.), but the ultimate goal is always to provide opportunities for 

people to live with dignity. And, for that purpose, education is the key.
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The relationship we establish with the local organisations and networks with
which we work in the field is always based on a stable, equal partnership
founded on absolute trust and mutual enrichment.

We have a special relationship with both the Jesuit Refugee Service and Fe y
Alegría, and Entreculturas is a member of both networks and clearly aligns with
their missions:

Fe y Alegría is an international popular education movement involving 1.5
million people in 23 countries. Founded in Caracas in 1955 by Jesuit José

Mª Vélaz, the organisation was created to care for a hundred children without access to an education. Fe y Alegría pro-
motes quality and transformative education that contributes to creating just, democratic and participatory societies.
www.feyalegria.org

Jesuit Refugee Service (JRS) is an international organisation that works in 56 countries with the mission to aid, serve
and defend the rights of refugees and displaced persons around the world. The JRS currently serves over 811,000 peo-
ple. www.jrs.net

We also highly value our work with other partner organisations of the social sector of the Society of Jesus in Latin America,
Africa and Asia through which we implement other education-related initiatives, as well as other strategic priorities such
as migration, the environment, and the promotion of gender equality and engaged citizenship. In total, we collaborated
with 63 local partners in 2019, including social centres, Society of Jesus projects and other institutions.

In 2019, we remained committed to Latin America for a ‘Transformative Education’ that generates life-long learning,
in its human and professional dimensions, in people from highly vulnerable contexts. Our work has been aimed at pro-
moting the right to quality education for all, which incorporates learning basic skills, promotes a culture of peace
and equality-equity in a highly unequal context (in terms of gender, economy, citizen participation, social relations...),
which generates skills aimed to the acquisition of employment or entrepreneurship and that build global citizenship
from the reading of the territory and the reflection on the impact of our actions on the planet, in a year clearly marked by
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the celebration of the Amazon Synod in Rome, in which we were able to have a presence with the help of our partners
(Itinerant Team, Pan-Amazonian Jesuit Service) and REPAM (Pan-Amazonian Ecclesial Network, of which we are part).

It is important to note our presence and support in chronic regional crises such as that of Venezuela in which, during
2019, we started a project approved by the Directorate-General for Humanitarian Aid Operations of the European Union
(DG ECHO) aimed at ensuring food security in 10 schools of Fe y Alegría. Also the crisis in Haiti where –with the help
of Fe y Alegría– we tried to address the violence and lack of governance in the country with a protective education for
children (especially girls, through our programme The Light of Girls), which dignifies people and turns them into agents
of social change; or, finally, Nicaragua, a country in which we continue to build social dialogue with young people, pro-
mote a culture of peace and rebuild the social fabric, in a context of violence and human rights violation.

In 2019, the phenomenon of forced human mobility continued to grow and
become more complex in the world, leading us to continue working to respond
to the main forgotten crises in Africa and the main migratory flows in Latin
America (Venezuelan throughout the region, Central American to Mexico and
United States, and Haitian to the Dominican Republic and other destinations),
as well as the great Syrian humanitarian crisis in the Middle East. 

In this manner, it has been possible to consolidate the trajectory of work in coun-
tries such as Lebanon, Morocco, Ethiopia, South Sudan, Democratic Republic
of the Congo, Malawi, Colombia, Brazil, Ecuador, Peru, Mexico... providing

education in emergencies, psychosocial support, access to basic necessities and livelihoods to refugee and displaced
populations. In addition to this, as the problem of Congolese refugees in the Burundian camps and South Sudanese set-
tlements in northern Uganda has worsened, Entreculturas has been able to re-engage in these two areas with the help of
JRS, where we have previously already collaborated together.


 

In 2019, we launched the agreement ‘Protection for the refugee population in Lebanon’, funded by the Spanish Agency
for International Development Cooperation (AECID) and implemented together with our counterpart in the field the Jesuit
Refugee Service (JRS). 

The main objective of the agreement is to ensure access to a comprehensive protection system for the Syrian refu-
gee population in Lebanon living in the districts of the Bekaa Valley, on the Syrian border. The intervention focuses on
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the most vulnerable refugee population such as children and women and is
estimated to serve more than 7,800 people in four years.

Through the schools and social centres managed by JRS, the proposed pro-
tection system contemplates the consolidation, from the educational field, of
safe spaces for refugees which guarantees the strengthening of their resilien-
ce, their recovery and the improvement of their physical, mental, emotional and
social well-being. On the other hand, the agreement aims to strengthen the
system of referrals and networking so that the population can access other pro-
tection services such as legal assistance, education and health, among others.

In addition, this agreement has a component of Education for Development that will help push the discussion on the
Spanish public agenda regarding the importance of education in the lives of children in situations of forced
mobility.

 


In 2019, the agreement funded by AECID ‘Productive Technical Education
(PTE) with a territorial focus on employability, entrepreneurship and employ-
ment’ was launched and implemented in Bolivia together with our local part-
ners Fe y Alegría and IRFA Foundation. Its main objective is to improve the
employability and entrepreneurial skills of young people and adults
ein 4 regions in Bolivia (La Paz, Chuquisaca, Potosí and Santa Cruz) through
the articulated implementation of the various modalities of Productive Technical

Education (PTE) in the framework of a territorial approach, to try to reach a social and employment market insertion of
greater relevance and quality. The intervention is estimated to serve more than 18,000 young people and adults (59%
women) throughout the four-year duration of the agreement, paying special attention to indigenous and disabled popu-
lations.

The aim is to improve the management models and curricular plans that are implemented in the PTE centres,
so that they are inclusive, with a focus on gender and interculturality, care for the environment, relevant to the vocations
and potential of the territories and oriented towards employability and entrepreneurship. In addition to making the neces-
sary adjustments in equipment and infrastructure so that the classrooms-workshops where the practical sessions of the
different training specialties are held function as quality, inclusive and employability-oriented PTE workshops. During the
first year, and given the importance of the educational supply being aligned with the local productive demand, PTE offers
have begun to be built according to the territorial economic and productive demand, based on the information obtained
from the studies carried out in each territory covered by the agreement.
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2019 was the closing year of the agreement in all participating countries except
Haiti, where the socio-political crisis prevented the activity to be carried out as
planned. In the Dominican Republic, the institutional Gender Policy was ap-
proved, the new model of pedagogical support was officially initiated (closer
to teachers and management teams), and the training of Schools of Forgiveness
and Reconciliation was completed to establish this pedagogical proposal in
all the centres of Fe y Alegría. The year 2019 was also marked by the launch of
the ‘Zero Mistreatment, Unlimited Care’ campaign in which each centre stood
as a spokesperson for the social statement against gender violence.

In Peru, the ‘Diploma in Quality Educational Environment in Early Childhood
Education’ was completed, implemented between Fe y Alegría and the Antonio
Ruiz de Montoya University, in which early childhood education teachers from
schools in the Fe y Alegría network and schools participated directly and were
managed by the Ministry of Education. The training and support processes for
gender mainstreaming of the gender equity approach in the educational and

institutional management of the participating schools were also consolidated. In Bolivia, priority was given in 2019 to
measuring the achievements made and systematising the most innovative experiences in promoting a culture of peace,
gender mainstreaming the approach to gender equity and student participation through the Communication Brigades.

This last year of the agreement in El Salvador allowed the consolidation of work with young people from the participa-
ting centres, as well as the institutionalisation of the Reproductive Sexual Health Programme, the processes of accom-
panying pregnant minors and the systematisation of the experience for measuring achievements.

In Nicaragua, there was a continuation of capacity-building processes in school staff, focused on addressing gender
discrimination, improving the socio-affective climate, and addressing violence. At the same time, work was carried out
with young people focused on training in citizenship and democracy and the implementation of cultural activities from the
perspective of a culture of peace.

In the six participating schools in Cartagena de Indias, Colombia, work was carried out to measure the changes as a
result of the agreement, which showed a decrease in the rates of violence in schools. To continue in the same way, it has
been possible to include in the educational programmes the materials built over these years to support the role of tea-
chers, the work with families and with young people. 

The regional component was concluded in 2019, leaving a network of teachers in operation, at national and international
level, who are building strategies to address issues related to violence and inequality. With the materials provided by this
learning community, the collection of ‘Transformative education from the perspective of equality and peace’ has been closed.
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In 2019 the project ‘Ensuring quality learning and child protection in Venezuela’,
was commenced and funded by the Directorate General of Civil Protection
and Humanitarian Aid of the European Union (ECHO) and implemented with
our counterpart in the field Fe y Alegría.

The main objective of the project is to strengthen a comprehensive pro-
tection system, capable of consolidating the schools of Fe y Alegría as spa-
ces of security and protection that favour access to education for children and

young people from vulnerable sectors. The beneficiaries of the project are 10,452 children, adolescents and mem-
bers of the school community from 10 schools of Fe y Alegría in the states of Miranda and Anzoátegui.

The aim is to contribute to this goal through two areas of intervention: (1) food assistance, ensuring that the students have
access to a daily meal that meets the minimum healthy nutritional standards and (2) the strengthening of technical capa-
bilities of the socio-educational staff of Fe y Alegría, creating an interdisciplinary team specialised in education in emer-
gency contexts that is able to give a comprehensive protective response to the needs diagnosed in their schools.

This project began in September 2019 and in the last months of the year activities were implemented aimed at ensuring
adequate conditions for the preparation and delivery of food in schools. Some of these activities were: the purchase of
kitchen equipment and utensils, rehabilitation of water and sanitation systems, refurbishment of the kitchen and dining
areas and training of the local team, among other things.



With the support of AECID we have implemented the Innovative Pedagogical
Proposal of Fe y Alegría in 7 schools located on the outskirts of Bogotá and
in Buenaventura (Valle del Cauca). The aim is to break away from the traditio-
nal teaching-learning model to boost the talents and interests of students. To
this end, work has been promoted through interdisciplinary projects and trai-
ning in socio-occupational skills and skills for coexistence, reconciliation and
peace has been offered. Teachers have also been trained to be better prepa-
red to meet the educational demands of the 21st century.

For all these processes, the use of ICTs has been considered, giving priority, of course, to the most vulnerable groups
in the region in order to reduce the digital divide and social exclusion.

The project has managed to reach 10,539 students and 375 members of the teaching and management team.
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With this programme, funded by the La Caixa Foundation and started in 2018,
we seek to promote quality employment and improve the economic in-
comes of young people and indigenous women in the regions of Quis-
picanchi (Cuzco) and Condorcanqui (Amazonas) in Peru; especially, taking into
consideration innovation in the products, services and agricultural and artisan
processes.

Apart from Entreculturas, the participating organisations are: Fe y Alegría Perú, Asociación Jesús-Obrero-CCAIJO, Servicio
Agropecuario para la Investigación y Promoción Económica (SAIPE), AVSI Foundation and the Antonio Ruiz de Montoya
University (UARM).

During 2019, the implementation of 17 prototypes continued (5 in Condorcanqui, in the northern Amazon of Peru, and
12 in Quispicanchi, in the Cusco region). These include the productive type, which work, for example, in the chains linked
to handicrafts, chickens, salt, plaintains, flowers; others that promote the improvement or creation of new services in
Tourism, for the employment of young people, for the promotion and improvement of local enterprises or the promotion
of a proposal of rural secondary education adapted to the challenges and potentialities of the territory. 

There are also technological prototypes such as, for example, for the supply of purified water in Amazonian communities
or the cultivation of hydroponics in Andean communities. The idea is that at a later stage, the most successful initiatives
will be expanded.



In 2019, the ‘Digital Inclusion Programme’ began, in collaboration with
Accenture, as a continuation of the work done in previous years regarding trai-
ning for the employment of young people who are at a disadvantage. This new
programme aims to train 14,000 people to develop the skills and competen-
cies needed for insertion into the labour market, with a strong digital element. 
It is also expected that 5,000 of these young people will get a job or start their
own business. The programme received a 1 million dollar contribution from
Accenture and is conducted in 16 countries. In the 15 Latin American countries

we are working with Fe y Alegría (Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras,
Nicaragua, Paraguay, Peru, Dominican Republic and Venezuela) and the Pedro Arrupe Baccalaureate (in Mexico). In Spain,
we continued to work with Radio ECCA and incorporated new alliances with EDUCSI (the network of Jesuit schools in
Spain), as well as with organisations in the Social Sector. 
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In parallel, in 2019 we completed the ‘Insights and Learnings’ project with Accenture, which lasted 6 months and allowed
us to acquire knowledge and promote fundamental learning to improve the training programmes for the work we are pur-
suing.

  

The programme ‘The Light of Girls’ continued to incorporate projects in new
countries, always focusing on improving the living conditions of girls, making
their problems visible and denouncing the violence that threatens them around
the world.

In 2019, we worked in Chad, Cameroon, South Sudan, Kenya, Central African
Republic, DR Congo, Guatemala, El Salvador, Peru, Bolivia, Haiti, Honduras
and Nicaragua, supporting 16 projects in 3 lines of work: care for victims of vio-
lence, access to education and prevention of gender violence. 

Throughout the year, the programme served and accompanied more than 16,000 girls: we promoted their access
to school and permanence in it, we prevented, detected, cared for and denounced violence against them, and
we offered them psychosocial rehabilitation.



Together with the ProFuturo Foundation and through the Jesuit Refugee Ser-
vice, in 2019 we have continued to monitor an intervention model that guaran-
tees access to quality education for refugee children that reinforces
their integral development, their psychosocial well-being and their
resilience, while promoting the use of technology in the classroom.

To this end, the intervention was consolidated in Lebanon during 2019, with
the participation of around 300 Syrian refugees in the Frans Van der Lugt edu-

cational centre in Beirut. Similarly, they started activities in Malawi, with the participation of more than 1,600 students and
around 40 primary school teachers from the Umodzi Katubza school, in the Dzaleka refugee camp.

In a parallel manner, during this year we worked on designing a permanent monitoring and evaluation system that allows
learning, through these systems, to validate the final model that responds to the needs of the educational community in
contexts of emergency and human mobility.
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2019 has been the third and final year of the three-year programme ‘Educating
People, Generating Opportunities II’ (EPGO II) that has served 165,654 people
through 23 projects in 11 countries: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Ecuador,
Mexico, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela, South Africa and Lebanon. In this
last year, 2019, we have served 70,755 people.

This programme focused on education, employment and humanitarian aid. The line of education focused on schooling
socially disadvantaged people through the support of children, young people and adolescents, as well as the training of
teachers in educational skills.

On the other hand, the line of employment focused on the technical and professional training of young people at the risk
of exclusion with the aim of generating a future of professional opportunities. It has also worked with farming and indi-
genous organisations to improve their production processes. Finally, the humanitarian aid line has been targeted at peo-
ple in need of international protection, combining the most basic emergency aid with activities aimed at producing struc-
tural changes in the lives of beneficiaries.

With the aim of continuing to promote all the work, 2020 begins with a new three-year collaboration agreement between
Entreculturas and Inditex, under the same name ‘Educating People, Generating Opportunities’ (EPGO III) and which main-
tains the three previous lines: education, employment and humanitarian aid. By means of this agreement, we will
carry out 25 social projects by 2022 seeking to multiply the opportunities of more than 200,000 people living in situa-
tions of poverty, exclusion and humanitarian emergency. 

 

is carried out with the Jesuit Refugee Service in Colombia, Ecuador and Vene-
zuela. In 2019 it benefited 6,061 people.

At the regional level, we can highlight the team’s effort to complete the pro-
cesses related to the generation of livelihoods, the delivery of humanitarian aid
and the processes of psychosocial support. 

On the other hand, the areas of advocacy and communication have increased
throughout the year, accompanied by actions of reconciliation and prevention of violence in educational centres and host
communities. And, in general, spaces have been created for institutional strengthening, both at the national and regional
levels.
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Latin America
Region 353,067 549,003 892,093
Argentina 417,322 504,750 444,022
Bolivia 781,417 1,143,812 878,913
Brazil 506,929 511,482 682,613
Chile 41,822 24,500 39,856
Colombia 515,507 436,612 264,408
Cuba 90,000 0 0

Dominican Republic 124,136 81,432 76,760
Ecuador 387,857 249,323 512,767
El Salvador 99,472 25,556 288,319
Guatemala 209,356 91,364 408,658
Haiti 677,678 235,480 817,042
Honduras 102,771 138,665 190,309
Mexico 541,419 411,009 608,231
Nicaragua 285,246 426,968 303,801
Paraguay 597,765 258,660 191,550
Peru 1,054,119 1,385,825 1,174,943
Uruguay 80,000 73,889 141,798
Venezuela 354,228 196,667 2,857,744

Total 7,220,111 6,744,995 10,773,827

2017 2018 2019
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Cambodia 0 750 9,319
Lebanon 440,614 973,657 1,169,333

Total 440,614 974,407 1,178,652

2017 2018 2019



Africa Region 315,698 163,681 264,581
Burundi 0 70,000 458,802
Cameroon 21,083 0 0

Central african Rep. 90,188 157,417 44,500
Chad 361,998 438,903 405,143
DR Congo 738,160 144,000 65,000
Ethiopia 111,085 570,991 1,055
Kenya 25,696 133,364 60,000
Madagascar 11,330 38,369 38,495
Malawi 0 0 460,873
Morocco 31,100 287,887 11,400
Mozambique 0 0 189,703
South Africa 315,839 333,333 292,574
South Sudan 229,145 92,572 127,444
Uganda 91,570 108,152 485,539
Zimbabwe 0 25,881 103,204

Total 2,342,892 2,564,551 3,008,313





2017 2018 2019
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Latin America Region 9 . 3

Argentina 3 . 1

Bolivia 7 . 1

Brazil 3 . 1 . 2

Chile 1

Venezuela 3 . 3 

Colombia 3 . 2

Cuba 1 a follow-up project

Ecuador 10 . 1

El Salvador 4

Guatemala 4
Haiti 9 . 3

Honduras 5

Mexico 4 . 4 

Nicaragua 3 . 1

Paraguay 3

Peru 18

Dominican Republic 2 . 1

Uruguay 2 . 1

93 Development Cooperation
13 Institutional Strengthening
11 Humanitarian Aid

LATIN AMeRICA 

projects
classified by
lines of action

    

      

 

 
 

    

 

 

  

   

 

   

     

   

 

  

    

   

   

   

    

    

 
  

  
  

117

17 Development Cooperation
6 Institutional Strengthening
23 Humanitarian Aid

africa 46
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Nepal 1 a follow-up project

  Philippines 1 a follow-up project

Cambodia 1

38 countries
192 projects

Africa Region 4 . 1

Zimbabwe 1

Ethiopia 2

Kenya 2 

Madagascar 1 . 1

Mozambique 1

Malawi 1 . 3

Central african Rep. 1 . 1

Uganda 2 . 1

Burundi 2

South Sudan 5

Cameroon 1 a follow-up project

Chad 6 . 1

Morocco 1 . 1

Spain 17 . 6

DR Congo 2 . 4

South Africa 1 . 1

17 Citizenship
6 Social Action

1 Development Cooperation
5 Humanitarian Aid

Asia 6

europe 23
  

  
  

Lebanon 5
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Support for the work of Fe y Alegría in Latin America (15/AMÉRI/200) 137,226 Entreculturas

Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme III (EPGO III): Federative Initiative 41,477 Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX)
of Education for Peace (19/AMÉRI/213)

EPGO III: Federative Initiative of Education for Gender Equity (19/AMÉRI/208) 35,821 Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX)

Institutional strengthening of the Fe y Alegría International Federation 45,000(**) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement

EPGO III: Federative Initiative of Education for Work Training (19/AMÉRI/204) 37,708 Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX)

Digital Inclusion Programme: Training for employment in Latin America (19/AMÉRI/048) 88,569 Accenture Foundation

Institutional strengthening of the Fe y Alegría International Federation 40,000(**) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement

Information and communication system for the coordination of social action works in Latin America 10,000 Entreculturas
16/AMÉRI/126)

IV Programme ‘On the Colombian Borders’ (18/AMERI/128) 51,271 Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX)

Emergency Venezuela-Colombia (19/CO/075) 123,172 Xavier Network

Humanitarian action with migrant population (19/AMÉRI/160) 335,300 MISEREOR

Promotion of a culture of hospitality, acceptance and integration towards people in situations 10,000 Coruña City Council: 6,000
of forced mobility in Central America and Mexico (16/AMÉRI/127) 28,000 (****) Entreculturas: 1,565

Secretariat of Missions: 2,435
Secretariat of Missions, Province of Spain 
28,000 (****)

Prevention and care for people in movement in Central America (17/AMÉRI/144) 18,288 Delegation Programme: Refuge and 
Displacement

Awareness and Intercultural Bilingual Education in the Amazonian centres of Fe y Alegría 3,261 Secretariat of Missions, Province of Spain: 
(16 AMÉRI/165) 13,043 (****) 3,261

Secretariat of Missions, Province of Spain: 
13,043 (****)

Provide greater service to the Amazon (19/AMÉRI/110) 16,304 (****) Secretariat of Missions, Province of Spain

Fe y Alegría
International Federation 

Central American Office of Fe 
y Alegría

Jesuit Refugee Service, Latin
America and The Caribbean 
(JRS LAC)

Jesuit Migrant Network 
(RJM LAC)

Jesuit Migrant Network 
from Central and North America
(RJM CANA)

Pan-Amazonian Jesuit Service

  




 


    

(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas, as Alboan is responsible for managing said funds.
(****) These amounts are not included in the total managed by Entreculturas, as they are funds collected in 2020.
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1 Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme II (EPGO II): Improving the employability and job placement of young 
people in vulnerable situations (16/AR/032)

2 Addiction prevention in young people in Argentina (19/AR/005)



Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Argentina-Sustainability line of action (17/AR/078) 33,000 Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement

Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme III (EPGO III): Education for life, 113,121 Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX)
education for peace (19/AR/201)

Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme III (EPGO III): Promoting decent 263,950 Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX) 
livelihoods for vulnerable communities (19/AR/202)

Digital Inclusion Programme: Training for employment in Argentina (19/AR/029) 33,951 Accenture Foundation

Fe y Alegría Argentina

  





 

Strengthening curricular lines of action in terms of violence prevention in Fe y Alegría schools in 63,573 AECID
Bolivia (14/BO/153)

Youth with Rumbo Oruro (19/BO/084) 25,000 Council of Alicante

Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Bolivia-Sustainability line of action (16/BO/175) 29,000 Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement

Productive Technical Education Agreement in Bolivia (18/BO/136) 541,284 AECID

Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme III (EPGO III): Strengthening 95,847 Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX)
institutional and curricular management models for technical training (19/BO/203)

Digital Inclusion Programme: Training for employment in Bolivia (19/BO/030) 67,509 Accenture Foundation

Fe y Alegría Bolivia

  





  



1 Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme II (EPGO II): Education for Employment in Latin America (16/AMÉRI/038)
2 Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme II (EPGO II): Education for Peace in Latin America (16/AMÉRI/183)
3 Defence of the rights of the indigenous population in Yurimaguas (Peruvian Amazon) (16/XM/140)
4 The Amazon is the focus of our mission (17/AMÉRI/121)
5 Identification, defence, and protection of Indigenous Peoples (17/AMÉRI/122)
6 IV JRS Programme ‘On the Colombian borders’ (18/AMERI/128)
7 Improvement of job placement (18/AMERI/135)
8 Transformative Education Agreement in Latin America. Actions promoted: Children, adolescents and young people exercise their right to education by participating in a quality education system. 
Children, adolescents and young people exposed to highly conflictive situations and gender discrimination adopt a culture of peace
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1 Violence prevention in Chuquisaca and Potosí (16/BO/031)
2 Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme II (EPGO II): Socio-educational inclusion of people with disabilities (16/BO/033).
3 Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme II (EPGO II): Generation of employment opportunities for economically disadvantaged youth (16/BO/034)
4 Youth with Direction III (16/BO/056)
5 Healthy environment in Potosí neighbourhoods (18/BO/038)
6 Implementation of gender equity strategies (18/BO/087)

2017-2019 Institutional Strengthening Programme-Brazil. Organising Fe y Alegría Brazil: 20,000 Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 20,000
an innovative institutional management proposal (17/BR/079) 20,000 (***) Entreculturas: 20,000 (***)

Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme III (EPGO III): Social inclusion 196,453 Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX)
and job placement of young people and adults in vulnerable situations (19/BR/205)

Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme III (EPGO III): Humanitarian aid and 156,842 Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX)
integration of Venezuelan forced migrants (19/BR/206)

Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme III (EPGO III): Children free from 174,189 Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX)
violence (19/BR/207)

Support to the itinerant team of the Brazilian Amazon (19/AMÉRI/109) 11,957 Secretariat of Missions, Province of Spain

Venezuela emergency. Border Response-Brazil (19/BR/074) 123,172 Xavier Network: 123,172
33,500 (*) Nuestra Señora del Recuerdo School: 

33,500 (*)

Fe y Alegría Brazil

Itinerant Team
SJMR Brazil

 

1 Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme II (EPGO II): Job placement of young people and adults in highly vulnerable communities. (16/BR/035)
2 Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme II (EPGO II). Actions promoted: Proposal for Fe y Alegría Brazil professional training. Improvement of 
education quality (16/BR/036)



Access to accelerated professionalisation courses (15/BO/023) 3,427 (*) Private donor

Weaving Futures (18/AMÉRI/146) 56,700 SEDATEX, S.A.

IRFA Foundation

Fe y Alegría 
International Federation 




  





  




(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country because they are funds that cover contributions Entreculturas made previously (see reports from previous years).

(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country because they are funds that cover contributions Entreculturas made previously (see reports from previous years).
(***) This amount is not included in the total managed as they are funds from legacies and inheritances collected in previous years.
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Innovation for learning and social transformation (17/CO/173) 6,000 AECID: 6,000
10,000 (*) Subterra Ingeniería, S.L.: 10,000

ParticipAction for a culture of peace and non-violence (18/CO/144) 20,000 (*) Banco Santander

Digital Inclusion Programme: Training for employment in Colombia (19/CO/032) 126,567 Accenture Foundation

Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Colombia 50,000 (**) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement

School of Peace and Citizen Coexistence in Putumayo (19/CO/053) 23,726 City Council of Gijón: 22,044
Entreculturas: 1,682

IV Programme ‘On the Colombian borders’ 108,115 Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX)

Fe y Alegría Colombia

Centre of Research and
Popular Education (CINEP)

JRS Colombia

 



1 Transformative Education Agreement. Action 7: Children, adolescents and young people of Colombia exercise their right to a violence-free 
life (14/CO/151)

2 School of peace and citizen coexistence: a tool for the transition to peace in Colombia (17/CO/126)
3 IV Programme ‘On the Colombian borders’ (18/AMERI/128)

(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country as they are funds that cover contributions previously made by Entreculturas (see reports from previous years).
(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas, as Alboan is responsible for managing said funds.



  





 

Digital Inclusion Programme: Training for employment in Chile (19/CL/031) 39,856 Accenture Foundation

Innovation at school (18/CL/055) 10,000 (***) Entreculturas

Fe y Alegría Chile

 

1 Technical-professional teacher training and in-company professional practices training for students (18/CL/054)
2 SUBE Programme: training in values through mountaineering, designed for young people (18/CL/057)



  





(***) These amounts are not included in the total managed as they are funds from legacies and inheritances collected in previous years.
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Drinking water for two Fe y Alegría Ecuador schools (15/EC/003) 3,033 Banco Santander

Innovating towards new practices. FI Innovation (16/EC/172) 44,000 Entreculturas

Occupational training for young people with disabilities (18/EC/050) 20,000 Mª. Francisca de Roviralta 

Water for Esmeraldas (19/EC/091) 8,545 Entreculturas: 320
Autonomous Community of Murcia: 21,753

Access and permanence in school for boys and girls (19/EC/189) 23,753 Entreculturas: 2,000
City Council of Murcia: 21,753

Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme III (EPGO III): Technical training 128,167 Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX)
to improve employability (19/EC/209)

Digital Inclusion Programme: Training for employment in Ecuador (19/EC/033) 33,952 Accenture Foundation

Fe y Alegría Ecuador



1 Support for the work of the Loyola Centre (17/CU/153)

  





Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Dominican Republic-Communication and networking 30,000 Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement
(17/DO/072)

Promoting growth in values of solidarity in boys, girls and adolescents through sports 24,126 San José College (Valladolid): 15,690
18/DO/018) Polytechnic Institute Cristo Rey (Valladolid): 

8,436

Digital Inclusion Programme: Training for employment in Dominican Republic (19/DO/042) 22,634 Accenture Foundation

Fe y Alegría Dominican
Republic

   
  







1 Promote that children, adolescents and young people exposed to situations of high conflict and gender discrimination in the Dominican Republic adopt a culture of peace with a focus on 
gender equality to enjoy the right to a violence-free life (Line 9) (14/DO/145)

2 Children, adolescents and youth of the Dominican Republic exercise their right to a quality education (Line 5) (14/DO/146)
3 2018 Dominican Republic and Haiti Binational Youth Congress (18/DO/001)
4 My school is beautiful (18/DO/019)
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1 Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme II (EPGO II): Inclusive education of children with disabilities (16/EC/037)
2 Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme II (EPGO II): Inclusive education for children with disabilities. Training and labour inclusion for the population excluded from the 
education system (16/EC/124)

3 Expansion of coverage of the Unified General Baccalaureate (17/EC/064)
4 Empowerment of women in the city of Manta (17/EC/067)
5 IV Programme ‘On the Colombian borders’ (18/AMERI/128)

(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country because they are funds that cover contributions Entreculturas made previously (see reports from previous years).




Training for employment in El Salvador (19/SV/034) 19,716 Entreculturas: 716
Regional Government of Seville: 19,000

Comprehensive care for early childhood (19/SV/135) 97,018 Entreculturas: 5,018
Autonomous Community of Madrid: 92,000

Digital Inclusion Programme: Training for employment in El Salvador (19/SV/034) 56,585 Accenture Foundation

Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría El Salvador 27,273 (**) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement

Entrepreneurship with a Purpose (19/AMÉRI/172) 100,000 Diocese of Rottenburg-Stuttgart

I learn and educate myself in an environment of equity (18/SV/013) 15,000 La LUZ de las NIÑAS Fund

Fe y Alegría El Salvador

Fe y Alegría International
Federation

CIAZO Popular Education
Association


  







(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas, as Alboan is responsible for managing said funds.

1 Children, adolescents and young people of El Salvador, exercise their right to a violence-free life (Line 10) (14/SV/148)

Prevention of teenage pregnancy (19/EC/094) 149,890 La Rioja Government

Technical training for children living on the street in Quito (15/EC/051) 476 (*) Private Donor

IV Programme ‘On the Colombian borders’ (18/AMERI/128) 101,427 Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX)

Access to education for children and adolescents in situations of human mobility in the city of 298 (*) Private Donor
Esmeraldas, northern border of Ecuador (15/EC/053)

Corporación SolJusticia

Working Boy Centre

Jesuit Refugee Service
Ecuador
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Guaranteeing the right to education of girls and adoloscents (19/GT/081) 268,356 Andalusia Regional Government: 268,356
9,948 (***) Entreculturas: 9,948 (***)

Digital Inclusion Programme: Training for employment in Guatemala (19/GT/035) 33,213 Accenture Foundation

Comprehensive protection programme for girls’ development (18/GT/008) 38,200 La LUZ de las NIÑAS Fund

Luz de las Niñas (Light of the Girls) Campaign-Guatemala (19/GT/103) 68,889 La LUZ de las NIÑAS Fund

Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Guatemala 35,000 (**) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement

Fe y Alegría Guatemala


  







(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas, as Alboan is responsible for managing said funds.
(***) These amounts are not included in the total managed because they are funds from legacies and inheritances collected in previous years.

1 Strengthening educational quality in the western sector (17/GT/069)
2 Migratory flow care in the department of Ixcan, Guatemala (17/GT/070)
3 Cooperative entrepreneurship: an opportunity for Guatemalan youth (17/GT/111)
4 Empowerment and construction of productive alternatives by q'eqchi' Mayan women from Ixcán, Guatemala (18/GT/080)




Instutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Haiti-strengthening of educational quality in 65,000 Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement
Fe y Alegría Haiti schools (17/HT/076)

Improving the educational quality for children in the Fe y Alegría network of schools in Haiti 43,478 (****) Secretariat of Missions Province of Spain
(17/HT/134)

By improving their nutrition, we improve their education (17/HT/136) 15,000 Mª. Francisca de Roviralta Foundation

Building of 3 classrooms at the Centre Educatif Congréganiste du Bas-Canaan (18/HT/027) 108,249 SAFA Foundation: 56,249
ECIJA LEGAL SLU: 5,000
Banco Sabadell: 20,000
Diocese of Rottenburg-Stuttgart: 27,000

Improvement of nutritional quality in six education centres in Haiti (18/HT/029) 31,555 Mutua Madrileña Foundation

Strengthening the Haitian public education system to guarantee the right to a quality education 375,804 AECID: 361,610
(19/HT/146) Entreculturas: 14,194

Education for a Dignified Future in the Bédou School (19/HT/162) 50,000 Merlin Properties Socimi, S.A.

Fe y Alegría Haiti
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Improving the educational quality in Haiti (19/HT/174) 12,800 Fondation OESJTM

Improving the educational quality in Haiti (19/HT/181) 40,000 Jesuitenmission

Digital Inclusion Programme: Training for employment in Haiti (19/HT/036) 4,920 Accenture Foundation

Improving the educational quality for children in the Fe y Alegría network of schools in Haiti 23,464 Education Quality Delegation Programme at 
(17/HT/134) the borders 

Psychosocial care for children who are victims of violence in Bas Canaán, Mère Laura y Saint Marc 59,000 La LUZ de las NIÑAS Fund
(19/HT/161)

La Luz de las Niñas (The Light of Girls) Campaign in Haiti (19/HT/105) 31,250 La LUZ de las NIÑAS Fund

Fe y Alegría Haiti

  







1 Children, adolescents and young people of Haiti exercise their right to a quality education (Line 2) (14/HT/147)
2 Response to the emergency caused by the passage of Hurricane Matthew through Haiti (16/HT/163)
3 Construction of three classrooms at the Simón Bolívar de Balán Educational Center (17/HT/135)
4 Improvement of sanitation conditions and access to water in two educational communities in Haiti (18/HT/028)
5 Psychosocial care for children who are victims of violence in the Bas Canaan, Mère Laura and Saint Marc community schools in Haiti (18/HT/030)

(****) These amounts are not included in the total managed by Entreculturas, as they are funds collected in 2020.




Youth participation in social auditing processes (16/HN/096) 1,705 (*) Caixabank Asset Management SGIIC SAU

Promoting active citizenship (19/HN/128) 61,017 Cordoba City Council: 59,839
Entreculturas: 1,177

‘Teacher at home’ Programme (20/HN/005) 30,000 Private donor

Digital Inclusion Programme: Training for employment in Honduras (19/HN/037) 43,792 Accenture Foundation

Care for girls who are victims of sexual violence (17/HN/022) 55,500 La LUZ de las NIÑAS Fund

Institutional Strengthening of Fe y Alegría Honduras 30,000 (**) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement

Reflection, Research and
Communication Team (ERIC)

Santiago de Yoro Church

Fe y Alegría Honduras


  







(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country because they are funds that cover contributions Entreculturas made previously (see reports from previous years).
(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas, as Alboan is responsible for managing said funds.
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Identification of mechanisms to confront violence (18/MX/083) 1,364 (*) Refugee Fund

Identification and creation of mechanisms to face violence against adoloscents and refugee 40,000 Xunta de Galicia
women on the southern border of Mexico (19/MX/050)

Reconstruction of houses affected by the earthquake in San Mateo del Mar (19/MX/177) 21,000 María Prieto Fund

Xapontic: women building alternative lives (19/MX/198) 34,550 María Prieto Fund

Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme III (EPGO III): Comprehensive 97,034 Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX)
accompaniment to the migrant population in Tapachula (19/MX/210)

Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme III (EPGO III): Protection and 137,901 Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX)
promotion of the Human Rights of migrants (19/MX/211)

Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme III (EPGO III): Development of the 250,191 Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX)
Solidarity-based Economy School (19/MX/212)

Digital Inclusion Programme: Training for employment in Mexico (19/MX/038) 27,555 Accenture Foundation 

Jesuit Migrant Service/Mexico
(JMS-MEX)

San Ignacio de Loyola A.C.
Foundation

Padre Arrupe Centre-México

 
  





1 ‘Strengthening the key participation of women and youth in the defence of the right to water in the Municipality of El Progreso, Honduras’ (17/HN/026)
2 Access to education through the ‘Teacher at home’ Programme (18/HN/159)





(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country as they are funds that cover contributions Entreculturas made previously (see reports from previous years). 

1 Reconstruction of homes affected by the earthquake (17/MX/183)
2 Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme II (EPGO II): Comprehensive support to the refugee population and those seeking 
refuge in Tapachula. Care for migrants and defence of their Human Rights. Training for workers and indigenous communities. Training, 
organisation and diversification of the YOMOL A’TEL indigenous cooperative. Social economy projects in Oaxaca. Coordination of Mexico 
Programme projects



Promoting comprehensive development and resilience (18/NI/044) 750 (*) Caixabank Asset Management SGIIC SAU

Innovative Education for promoting Peace (19/NI/076) 244,374 Andalusia Regional Government: 234,245
Entreculturas: 10,129

Institutional strengthening Fe y Alegría Nicaragua (19/NI/255) 19,190 Entreculturas: 19,190
30,810 (**) Alboan: 30,810

Digital Inclusion Programme: Training for employment in Nicaragua (19/NI/039) 40,237 Accenture Foundation

Ecclesial Base Communities
(CEB’S)

Fe y Alegría Nicaragua
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(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country because they are funds that cover contributions Entreculturas made previously (see reports from previous years).
(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas, as Alboan is responsible for managing said funds.

Education of youths and adults in the context of confinement (18/PY/058) 27,000 Mª. Francisca de Roviralta Foundation

Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme III (EPGO III): Vocational schools for 130,599 Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX)
better employability (19/PY/214)

Digital Inclusion Programme: Training for employment in Paraguay (19/PY/040) 33,951 Accenture Foundation

2017-2019 Institutional strengthening. Fe y Alegría Sustainability Plan (16/PY/184) 40,000 (***) Entreculturas

Fe y Alegría Paraguay


  





1 Preschool education for human development (16/NI/101)
2 Youth and culture of peace (18/NI/149)
3 Transformative Education Agreement in Latin America: Children and young people exercise their right to a quality education and a violence-free life




(***) These amounts are not included in the total managed because they are funds from legacies and inheritances collected in previous years.



1 Education for youth and adults in the context of confinement in Paraguay (16/PY/009)
2 Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme II (EPGO II): Improvement of living conditions through sustainable rural development (16/PY/042)
3 Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme II (EPGO II): Peaceful coexistence and culture of peace at Fe y Alegría Paraguay schools (16/PY/103)
4 Safe spaces Vélaz Bañado Norte school (17/PY/116)
5 Teko Katu: Alternative agro-ecological marketing system based on a social-and solidarity-based economy in Paraguay (16/PY/155)




Encourage the educational and social inclusion of 882 people excluded from the regular 7,100 Private donor
educational system in marginal urban and rural areas (15/PE/058)

Support for the Malingas rural network (17/PE/178) 15,000 Felipe López Azcúnaga Fund 

Strengthening the entrepreneurial skills of 580 adolescents in educational institutions of Fe y 15,000 Inter-Island Council of Gran Canaria
Alegría Peru (19/PE/022)

Educational innovation and a reduction of the Digital Divide (19/PE/041) 20,000 Nueva Altamira Foundation (Grupo LAR)

New visions. Better readers. Promotion of reading in marginal urban schools (19/PE/071) 26,000 Zaragoza Provincial Council: 25,000
Entreculturas: 1,000

Fe y Alegría Peru
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Young awajun wampis develop sustainable economic ventures promoting technologies 156,412 AECID
appropriate to the local context and culture (19/PE/166)

Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme III (EPGO III): Improvement of 120,662 Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX)
employability in youths and adults, especially women, in marginal urban and rural areas (19/PE/215)

Social innovation for employability-Fe y Alegría Peru (17/PE/156) 62,202 La Caixa Foundation

Digital Inclusion Programme: Training for employment in Peru (19/PE/041) 79,220 Accenture Foundation

Sumakta munakuway/Quiéreme bonito/(love me pretty) (18/PE/024) 52,000 La LUZ de las NIÑAS Fund

Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Peru 21,000 (**) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement

Coordination of the Rural Agroindustry (17/PE/012) 7,802 (*) Private Donor: 3,236
Portaceli College: 4,567

Improvement of the exercise of the right to work of rights holders of rural communities in the 114,250 Entreculturas: 9,225
districts of Ccatcca, Ocongate and Marcapata, Cusco, Peru through the development of a tourist Xunta de Galicia: 105,025
route (19/PE/049)

Generation and strengthening of tourism enterprises of young people and adult women, within the 43,614 Cordoba Provincial Council: 40,600
framework of participatory management, in the high Andean community of Pacchanta, Cusco Entreculturas: 3,014
(19/PE/102)

Technological challenge to improve the irrigation system for family farming (18/PE/163) 31,123 La Caixa Foundation

Technological challenge to improve the irrigation system for family farming (18/PE/163) 140,000 La Caixa Foundation

Technological challenge to improve the irrigation system for family farming (18/PE/163) 60,000 La Caixa Foundation

Promoting protection and assistance to the migrant, asylum seeker and refugee population in Peru 16,187 (*) Private donor
through the promotion and protection of their rights (17/PE/084)

Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme III (EPGO III): Prevention of violence and 105,580 Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX)
improvement of coexistence in adolescents at risk (19/PE/216)

Social innovation for employability-AVSI (17/PE/186) 84,528 La Caixa Foundation

Social innovation for employability-SAIPE (17/PE/189) 33,062 La Caixa Foundation

Social innovation for employability-UARM (17/PE/190) 9,190 La Caixa Foundation

SEPSI institutional strengthening (19/PE/073) 10,870 (****) Secretariat of Missions Province of Spain

Fe y Alegría Peru

CCAIJO Jesus the Worker
Association

Practical Action

Aprodes

SJ Peru Development Office
(ODP)

AVSI Foundation

SAIPE

Antonio Ruíz de Montoya
University (UARM)

Society of Jesus (Province of
Peru)

  







(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country because they are funds that cover contributions Entreculturas made previously (see reports from previous years).
(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas, as Alboan is responsible for managing said funds.
(****) These amounts are not included in the total managed by Entreculturas as they are funds collected in 2020.
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1 Transformative Education. Quality line of action, Peru (Line 4) (14/PE/152)
2 Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme II (EPGO II): Improvement of the quality of technical education (16/PE/043)
3 Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme II (EPGO II): Educational opportunities for the social inclusion of children and young people in vulnerable situations (16/PE/044)
4 SEPSI Institutional Strengthening (16/PE/083)
5 Forest School: a quality education for Wampi and Awajún youth (Peruvian Amazon Rainforest) (16/PE/131)
6 Improvement of the food provided to 748 children in 5 educational institutions in Fe y Alegría Peru (16/PE/153)
7 Classroom construction in the Pucallpa Rural Network (17/PE/109)
8 Social innovation for employability-CCAIJO (17/PE/187)
9 Improved educational conditions to achieve quality education with equity in rural schools in Pucallpa, Peru (18/PE/005)
10 Quality education with equity in Fe y Alegría 54 and Fe y Alegría 79 (18/PE/164)
11 Bridges of hope. Venezuela-Peru (19/PE/003)






Social and Economic Sustainability of Fe y Alegría Uruguay (17/UY/087) 45,000 Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement

Improvement of the possibilities of job placement (19/UY/191) 40,237 Autonomous Community of Canarias

Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme III (EPGO III): Teachings that contribute 56,561 Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX)
to the prevention of violence (19/UY/217)

Fe y Alegría Uruguay


  





1 Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme II (EPGO II): Psycho-pedagogical support to improve the learning of children 
and adolescents in neighbourhoods in the department of Canelones (16/UY/045)



Training for employment in Venezuela (19/VE/012) 32,376 Private donor

Emergency Venezuela (19/VE/020) 13,222 Emergency Venezuela Campaign

Guaranteeing quality learning and child protection Venezuela (19/VE/159) 2,638,838 ECHO

Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme III (EPGO III): Training for employment 67,873 Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX)
(19/VE/219)

Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Venezuela 20,000 (**) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement

Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme III (EPGO III): Promotion of Coexistence 45,249 Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX)
and Peace (19/VE/220)

IV Programme ‘On the Colombian border’ 60,188 Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX)

Fe y Alegría Venezuela

Centro Gumilla Foundation

Jesuit Refugee Service
Venezuela
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(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas, as Alboan is responsible for managing said funds.



1 Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme II (EPGO II): Engage to transform lives and communities (16/VE/046)
2 Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme II (EPGO II): Construction of democratic coexistence in educational centres 
in Venezuela (16/VE/047)

3 Solidarity with Venezuela (17/VE/175)
4 IV Programme ‘On the Colombian borders’ (18/AMERI/128)




Support for refugees and displaced people (15/ÁFRIC/199) 137,226 Entreculturas

Training Programme JRS Africa (19/ÁFRIC/256) 8,442 Secretariat of Missions, Province of Spain

2016-2019 Institutional strengthening (16/ÁFRIC/186) 45,000 Delegation programme: Refuge and 
displacement: 31,536
Entreculturas: 13,464

Support for the African Social Centres Network (15/ÁFRIC/069) 48,913 Secretariat of Missions, Province of Spain

Fe y Alegría Africa Institutional Strengthening (18/ÁFRIC/161) 25,000 Entreculturas: 24,810
Alboan: 190

Support for the Jesuit Network in the fight against AIDS, AJAN (15/ÁFRIC/070) 10,869.57 (****) Secretariat of Missions, Province of Spain

Jesuit Refugee Service
International Office

JESAM-Secretariat of Social
Justice

Fe y Alegría Africa Region

AIDS Ajan Network SJ

  




  




1 2016-2018 Xavier Network Africa Programme (16/ÁFRIC/119)

(****) These amounts are not included in the total managed by Entreculturas as they are funds collected in 2020.

Improved access and quality of education for Congolese children and refugees in the Kavumu 2,600 Entreculturas
camp in Burundi (18/BI/125)

Strengthening the resilience capacity of children and adolescents in Congolese refugee camps 456,202 AECID: 456,202
in Burundi through education (19/BI/129) 20,581 (***) Entreculturas: 20,581 (***)

JRS Great Lakes
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(***) These amounts are not included in the total managed as they are funds from legacies and inheritances collected in previous years.


1 Educational and psychosocial care for girls (17/CM/152)

Educational access and psychosocial support for displaced persons (17/RC/091) 6,860 (*) Private donor

Support for schooling and socio-economic insertion of girls and women in 12 communities of the 44,500 La LUZ de las NIÑAS Fund
Bangui-Mbata axis, Central African Republic (19/RC/145)

West Africa JRS

  
  







(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country because they are funds that cover contributions Entreculturas made previously (see reports from previous years).

1 Support for schooling and socio-economic insertion of girls from 12 villages on the Bangui-Mabata axis (18/RC/096)
2 Psychosocial support and peace promotion work with the most vulnerable girls in Bambari, particularly those demobilised from the 
armed conflict, Central African Republic (18/RC/097)



Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Chad (16/TD/168) 999 (*) Private donor

Improving access to a quality education for the most vulnerable people (18/TD/104) 10,000 Mª. Francisca de Roviralta Foundation

Promoting a sustainable quality education for girls and boys in the Guéra region (19/TD/142) 228,254 Fondation OMCFAA: 23,290
Government of Aragon: 96,965
Burgos City Council: 66,427
Diocese of Rottenburg-Stuttgart: 20,000
Entreculturas: 4,091
Delegation Programme: Quality education at 
the borders: 17,480

Improving access and permanence in education for girls in the Guéra Region (20/TD/003) 9,000 Jesuitenmission

Improving access and permanence in education for girls in the Guéra Region (19/TD/143) 44,500 La LUZ de las NIÑAS Fund

Fe y Alegría Chad
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(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country because they are funds that cover contributions Entreculturas made previously (see reports from previous years).
(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas as Alboan is responsible for the management of said funds.

Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Chad 32,000 (**) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement

Reproductive health and assessment (19/TD/179) 44,500 La LUZ de las NIÑAS Fund

The LIGHT of GIRLS (La LUZ de las NIÑAS) Campaign-Chad (19/TD/104) 68,889 La LUZ de las NIÑAS Fund

Fe y Alegría Chad

JRS Chad

  





Strengthen humanitarian care and psychosocial well-being of the most vulnerable displaced 6,136 (*) Private donor: 3,760 (*)
population in Goma and Masisi, North Kivu Province, eastern DR Congo (16/CD/052) Refugee Fund: 2,376 (*)

Training and job placement with a gender-based approach for the displaced population, with 16,500 (*) San José Schools (Valencia): 10,500 (*)
special care for young people and women at risk, in Goma, North Kivu province (17/CD/099) Renta Foundation 4: 6,000 (*)

Strengthen resilience and alleviate the suffering of the most vulnerable displaced population, 1,234 (*) Refugee Fund
particularly young people and women at risk, in Masisi, North Kivu province, eastern DR Congo
(17/CD/100)

Guarantee the rehabilitation and social integration of children in the juvenile detention centre in 3,491 (*) Fundación Accenture
conflict with the law in Goma (18/CD/122)

Improve education and menstrual and sexual health for displaced girls in Masisi camps. DR Congo 25,000 La LUZ de las NIÑAS Fund
(18/CD/124)

Improve educational quality in Kimwenza and Kikwit (18/CD/112) 40,000 Mª. Francisca de Roviralta Foundation: 
20,000
Fondation OESJTM: 20,000

Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Democratic Republic of Congo 32,000 (**) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement

Great Lakes JRS

Fe y Alegría DR Congo

  
  





(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country because they are funds that cover contributions Entreculturas made previously (see reports from previous years).
(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas, as Alboan is responsible for managing said funds.

1 Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Chad-Crisis line of action (16/TD/185)
2 Access and educational quality in primary and secondary schools (17/TD/092)
3 Evaluation and reproductive health (18/TD/094)
4 Support for the improving school conditions for girls in the Guéra region (18/TD/105)
5 Ensure access to quality pre-school education in Baiwangué and in the rural communities of Guéra, Chad (18/TD/107)
6 Guarantee access to quality pre-school education in Tchélati and in the rural communities of Guéra, Chad (18/TD/108)
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1 Strengthen resilience and alleviate the suffering of the most vulnerable displaced population, particularly young people and women at risk, 
in Goma, North Kivu province, eastern DR Congo (17/CD/101)

2 Access to quality education in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (17/CD/103)
3 Improve educational quality in Kimwenza and Kikwit (18/CD/113)
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Community centre for urban refugees in Adis Abeba (16/ET/001) 2,835 (*) Private donors

Strengthen the resilience of Eritrean refugee communities in the Mai-Aini and Adi-Harush camps 1,055 Extremadura Regional Government: 1,055
(18/ET/141) 3,001 (*) INECO, S.A.: 1,728 (*)

INECO Employees: 1,273 (*)

East Africa Jesuit Refugee
Service

  
  





 

(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country because they are funds that cover contributions Entreculturas made previously (see reports from previous years).

1 Psychosocial education in the Dollo Ado refugee camp (17/ET/014)
2 Strengthen the resilience capacity of Eritrean refugee communities in the camps of Mai-Aini y Adi-Harush (18/ET/141)



Upendo project for popular education in Nairobi (17/KE/020) 50,000 Private Donor

Supporting schooling and socio-economic inclusion of vulnerable girls in Kangemi, Kenya 10,000 La LUZ de las NIÑAS Fund
(19/KE/170)

Training young Jesuits (14/KE/167) 8,696 (****) Secretariat of Missions Province of Spain

St. Joseph the Worker Church,
Nairobi

JESAM


  







(****) These amounts are not included in the total managed by Entreculturas as they are funds collected in 2020.

1 Socio-economic inclusion of girls in vulnerable situations in the marginalised areas of the Kangemi neighborhood, Nairobi (18/KE/118)
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Protection through access to early education for refugee girls and boys in the Dzaleka camp, 71,625 Xunta de Galicia: 67,517
Malawi (19/MW/130) Entreculturas: 4,108

Digital education to improve the well-being of refugee girls and boys (19/MW/176) 306,893 ProFuturo Foundation

The Light of Girls Campaign-Malawi (20/MW/058) 31,250 La LUZ de las NIÑAS Fund

IDAI Cyclone Emergency (19/ÁFRIC/138) 51,105 Xavier Network

JRS Southern Africa

JRS Malawi

 
  





Institutional Strengthening of Fe y Alegría Madagascar (18/MG/162) 15,000 Entreculturas

Improving access to primary education in the Fitampito community (19/MG/171) 23,495 Fondation OMCFAA: 19,745
María Prieto Fund: 3,750

Fe y Alegría Madagascar
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1 Teacher training in Fe y Alegría primary schools in Madagascar (16/MG/108)
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(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country because they are funds that cover contributions Entreculturas made previously (see reports from previous years).

Vocational training for young people in social exclusion (16/MA/080) 10,000 Mª. Francisca de Roviralta Foundation: 
1,600 (*) 10,000

Private donor: 1,600 (*)

Improvement of migrant living conditions (17/MA/177) 1,400 MISEREOR

Diocese of Tangier

Migration Delegation


  







1 Socio-health care on the southern border (18/MA/110)

Cyclone Emergency IDAI (19/ÁFRIC/138) 189,703 Xavier Network: 172,006
Emergency campaign Mozambique 2019: 
17,697

Society of Jesus-Province of
Zimbabwe

 
  







Medical assistance for Congolese refugees with terminal or chronic illnesses (18/SU/132) 6,000 Alimerka Foundation

Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme III (EPGO III): Socio-labour integration 286,574 Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX)
of urban refugees and asylum seekers (19/SU/222)

JRS Southern Africa

JRS South Africa

 
  





 

1 Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme II (EPGO II): Socio-labour integration of urban refugees and asylum seekers (16/SU/048)
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Psychosocial rehabilitation and job training project through vocational workshops for urban 7,727 (*) Refugee Fund
refugees in Kampala (17/UG/015)

Access to staple goods for urban refugees in Kampala (17/UG/180)) 101,939 Mª. Francisca de Roviralta Foundation: 
20,000
Autonomous Community of Madrid: 76,000
Entreculturas: 5,939

Support for secondary education in Adjumani (18/UG/093) 383,600 Extremadura Regional Government: 
19,223 (***) 383,600

Entreculturas: 19,223 (***)

East Africa JRS

Uganda JRS


  





 

(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country because they are funds that cover contributions Entreculturas made
previously (see reports from previous years).
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Emergency education in Mabán (15/SD/118) 2,798 (*) Private donor: 1,740 (*)
Refugee Fund: 1,058 (*)

Emergency education in Mabán (17/SD/017) 2,841 (*) Private donor: 2,000 (*)
Refugee Fund: 841

Educational support in Yambio (17/SD/018) 100 (*) Private donor

Access to education for children affected by armed conflict in Yambio, South Sudan 77,444 Refuge and Displacement Delegation
(18/SD/091) Programme: 32,944

La LUZ de las NIÑAS Fund: 44,500

Psychosocial support in Mabán (19/SD/141) 50,000 Inter-island Council of Gran Canaria

East Africa JRS

South Sudan JRS


  





1 Access to education for children and young refugees and displaced people in Mabán (18/SD/015)
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Cyclone Emergency IDAI (19/ÁFRIC/138) 103,204 Xavier NetworkJRS Southern Africa

 
  







1 Vocational training for the refugee population in Tongogara (17/ZW/106) 

Support and development of a proposal for quality education (18/KH/158) 9,319 Private donor: 5,000
Cambodia Fund: 4,319

Jesuit Service Cambodia

 
  











(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country because they are funds that cover contributions Entreculturas made previously (see reports from previous years).
(***) These amounts are not included in the total managed as they are funds from legacies and inheritances collected in previous years.
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Protection for the refugee population in Lebanon (18/LB/102) 560,850 AECID

Psychosocial accompaniment and delivery of basic aid in Jbeil, Lebanon (19/LB/021) 45,000 Society of Jesus

Digital education to improve the well-being of Syrian refugee children in Lebanon (19/LB/175) 85,236 ProFuturo Foundation

Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme III (EPGO III): Quality education and 286,574 Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX)
psychosocial care for Syrian refugee boys and girls (19/LB/221)

Strengthening the resilience of Syrian refugee children through quality education in the context of 158,729 Extremadura Regional Government 
protracted crisis in the Bekaa Valley (19/LB/221)

Psychosocial support and providing essential aid in Jbeil, Lebanon (18/LB/103) 32,944 Refuge and Displacement Delegation 
Programme

Middle Eastern JRS


  







1 Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme II (EPGO II): Access to quality education for Syrian refugee children 
(16/LB/049)

2 Improving the education of Syrian refugees through ICTs (17/LB/098)




1 Emergency assistance and reconstruction programme after the Nepal earthquake (15/NP/149)
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1 Follow-up of the implementation of funds for reconstruction after Typhoon Haiyan



America
72.01%

10,773,827€

Africa
20.11%
3,008,313€

Asia
7.88%
1,178,652€

total APPROVED FOR
COOPERATION PROJECTS

14,960,792€

Distribution by continentIndirect costs
1,297,856€

Sent to countries
13,662,936€
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2030 Agenda: Young people with a commitment to social change (17/ESPAÑ/003) 41,066 AECID: 32,766
Entreculturas: 8,300

A world of encounters: building global citizenship in Extremadura on the basis of equality, interculturality, sustainability and human rights 3,982 Extremadura Regional Government: 
(17/REDEX/041) 3,152

Entreculturas: 830

Youth Solidarity Network: global citizenship, empowerment and participation for social change of solidarity groups in 2018-2019 academic 25,212 Xunta de Galicia: 21,000
year (18/REDGA/066) Entreculturas: 4,212

Designing the Utopia II: Young people as agents who multiply experiences of global citizenship and dissemination of SDGs among equals 15,162 Generalitat Valenciana: 12,732
(17/CIUVA/037) Entreculturas: 2,430

Transforming schools: moving towards the 2030 Agenda from the classrooms (17/REDVA/036) 50,981 Generalitat Valenciana: 41,966
Entreculturas: 9,015

Imagine another world: towards a global citizenship for equality, diversity, ecology and peace (17/REDAN/039) 47,053 Andalusia City Council: 42,378
Entreculturas: 4,675

Decide-Coexist: young people and schools making the 2030 Agenda a reality in Madrid (17/REDMA/048) 57,625 Madrid City Council: 33,045
Entreculturas: 24,580

Intercultural community participation (17/CIUD/163) 11,751 La Caixa: 7,328
Entreculturas: 4,423

For a transformative education and for global citizenship committed to the fulfillment of the SDGs (18/CIUD/063) 61,627 AECID: 58,814
Entreculturas: 2,813

Rede Solidaria da Mocidade: global citizenship, empowerment and participation for or social change two groups in solidarity during the 12,636 Xunta de Galicia: 9,708
2019-2020 course (19/REDGA/116) Entreculturas: 2,928

Formal Education (19/CIUD/188) 4,000 Pastrana Foundation: 4,000

Euro Solidario Project: Prevention of social exclusion in adolescence (19/CIUD/140) 34,752 BBVA: 34,752

Inclusive and coexistence patios (19/CIUMA/185) 3,950 Ordesa Foundation: 3,950

We move by the SDGs. A Non-Formal Education Programme for Community Mobilisation (18/CIUD/065) 30,564 Generalitat Valenciana: 21,992
Entreculturas: 8,571

‘Agenda 2030 NO EXCUSES!’: The path towards the construction of global citizenship from Extremadura (18/REDEX/068) 40,000 Extremadura Regional Government: 
40,000

Research on the influence of socio-educational intervention with children, adolescents at risk and social exclusion in improving academic 20,400 Ministry of Health, Consumer Affairs 
performance and school co-existence (18/CIUD/150) and Social Welfare: 20,000

Entreculturas: 400

Improving educational inclusion in Spanish vulnerable communities (18/CIUD/151) 26,728 Porticus: 26,728
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Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme III (EPGO III): First reception of migrants and refugees (19/ES/224) Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX): 130,000

Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme III (EPGO III): Boosting the social economy (19/ES/225) Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX): 20,000

Educating People, Generating Opportunities Programme III (EPGO III): Comprehensive socio-educational intervention with boys Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A. (INDITEX): 100,000
and girls (19/ES/226)

Digital Inclusion Programme: Training for employment in Spain (19/ES/045) Accenture Foundation: 77,321

Digital Inclusion Programme: Training for employment in Spain (19/ES/043) Accenture Foundation: 107,288

Digital Inclusion Programme: Training for employment in Spain (19/ES/044) Accenture Foundation: 14,800

SJM Spain

MIMBRE Network

ECCA Association of
Social Welfare

EDUCSI
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To all our volunteers, members and donors whose help and support make it possi-
ble for us to continue taking concrete steps towards social change.

To the nursery schools, colleges, education centres, scout groups, children’s
and youth groups, adult education centres, parent associations, teacher trai-
ning centres, institutes and universities that help raise awareness among young
people and to distribute our educational materials.

To the institutions connected to the Society of Jesus: the Fe y Cultura centres;
colleges, schools and universities; parents of students; Ignatian parishes, residences,
pastoral centres and groups; alumni. Their trust and commitment provides a sense of
unity to promote justice, solidarity and hope.

To the parishes, churches and religious congregations who work with our institution.

To the media, creative agencies and freelance professionals who help us spread
the word about the importance of a quality education for everybody in the world.

To the NGOs and local organisations with whom we work and conduct joint
campaigns, strengthening the network of those who work for justice.

To the public institutions and official bodies that have endorsed our work this year,
trusting our experience and our best intentions: AECID, European Union, Ministry of

Health, Consumption and Social Welfare, Community of Madrid, Autonomous Com-
munity of Murcia, Generalitat Valenciana, Government of Aragon, Government of the
Canary Islands, Government of La Rioja, Junta de Andalucía, Junta de Extremadura, Xunta
de Galicia, Alicante City Council, A Coruña City Council, Burgos City Council, Córdoba
City Council, Gijón City Council, Madrid City Council, Murcia City Council, Valladolid
City Council, Gran Canaria Council, Córdoba County Council, Seville County Council
and Zaragoza County Council.

And to the professional associations, companies and foundations, in 2019 espe-
cially ABC Serrano, Accenture, Allen & Overy, Banco Santander, Bankia, BBVA,
Caixabank, Cofares-Fairline, Madrid Bar Association, Notaries Association of Madrid,
Colegio de Registradores de España, General Council of Notaries, Deloitte, Écija
Abogados, Ediciones Edima, Fondo Felipe López Azcúnaga, The Light of Girls Fund,
María Prieto Fund, ‘La Caixa’ Foundation, Alimerka Foundation, Javier Oriol Miranda
Foundation, Mahou Foundation, María Francisca de Roviralta Foundation, Goiko, Grupo
Bel, Grupo LAR, Herst, Inditex, Liferay, Mapfre, Merlín Properties, Monteserín Fotografía,
Parque Atracciones de Madrid, Porticus, Profuturo, Sedatex, Skechers, Subterra Inge-
niería and The Corner Group.







A Coruña: Fonseca, 8 (Centro Fonseca). 15004 A Coruña. Tel. 981 216 858

Alicante: Gravina, 4, 1º (Centro Loyola). 03002 Alicante. Tel. 965 208 029

Aragon: Pº de la Constitución, 6. 50008 Zaragoza. Tel. 976 224 707

Asturias: Doctor Casal 9-3º. 33001 Oviedo. Tel. 616 774 057

Barcelona: Roger de Llúria, 13. 08010 Barcelona. Tel. 933 183 736

Burgos: Molinillo, 3 (Centro Pastoral de la Merced). 09002 Burgos. Tel. 947 251 883

Cádiz: Puerta del Sol, 6 (Parroquia Madre de Dios). 11401 Jerez de la Frontera. Tel. 639 027 669

Cantabria: San José, 15 bajo. 39003 Santander. Tel. 942 213 450

Córdoba: Av. Gran Capitán, 5 accesorio (Centro Cultural San Hipólito). 14008 Córdoba. Tel. 957 479 723

Elche: Capitán Gaspar Ortiz, 40 entresuelo. 03201 Elche. Tel. 966 093 203

Extremadura: Ramón Albarrán, 4 bajo. 06002 Badajoz. Tel. 692 340 114

Granada: Elvira, 65 (Centro Suárez). 18010 Granada. Tel. 958 275 034

Gran Canaria: Dr. Chil, 15. 35001 Las Palmas de Gran Canaria. Tel. 928 334 154

Huelva: Fernando El Católico ,2 (Centro Javier). 21003 Huelva. Tel. 959 240 120

La Palma: Av. Marítima, 2. 38700 Santa Cruz de la Palma. Tel. 639 844 562

La Rioja: Duques de Nájera, 19 (Colegio Sagrado Corazón). 26002 Logroño. Tel. 696 580 771

León: Gran Vía de San Marcos, 10 bis. 24001 León. Tel. 987 220 823

Madrid: Geranios, 30. 28080 Madrid. Tel. 915 771 817

Málaga: Av. Juan Sebastián Elcano, 185. 29017 Málaga. Tel. 952 202 356

Murcia: Pza. Sto. Domingo, 2, 2 (junto al Arco). 30008 Murcia. Tel. 968 223 122

Salamanca: Pº San Antonio, 14, 40. 37003 Salamanca. Tel. 923 125 000

Santiago de Compostela: Santo Agostiño, 2. 15704 A Coruña. Tel. 981 581 409

Seville: Av. Eduardo Dato 20 B, Portal A. 41018 Sevilla. Tel. 954 635 170

Tenerife: Nava y Grimón, 10. 38201 La Laguna, Tenerife. Tel. 661 028 253

Valencia: Av. Gran Vía Fernando el Católico 78. 46008 Valencia. Tel. 963 153 744

Valladolid: Ruíz Hernández 10. 47002 Valladolid. Tel. 983 393 907

Vigo: Velázquez Moreno 9, 2º. 36201 Vigo. Tel. 986 224 990

Headquarters: Maldonado, 1. 28006 Madrid. Tel. 91 590 26 72

 
 



Follow us in social networks

Sign up www.colabora.entreculturas.org/es/hazte-socio

Make a donation www.colabora.entreculturas.org/es/dona

Start volunteer work www.entreculturas.org/es/que-puedes-hacer-tu/voluntariado

Make a subscription to our publications www.entreculturas.org/es/informate

Join our campaigns www.entreculturas.org/es/informate/campañas

Contribute as a company www.entreculturas.org/es/que-puedes-hacer-tu/empresas

Leave a solidarity legacy www.entreculturas.org/legadosolidario/

Maldonado, 1. 28006 Madrid
Tel. 91 590 26 72. www.entreculturas.org

How to help. 




